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Teaching Social Movements

Teaching courses in social movements is a pleasure. Students come to the classes with enthusiasm that is rooted both in their academic interests, and personal histories. Some are activists and appreciate the opportunity to learn about past movements and strategize about their current campaigns. Others are curious about the images of struggle that they see in popular culture. Some want to know more about the history of their family, ethnicity, race or class. Some simply want to understand the world around them. On a more academic level, social movements courses are opportunities for wrestling with more abstract concepts within social theory, concepts around action, structure, communication, and power.

The social movement literature has grown rapidly over the past twenty years, and developed even in the four years since the last edition of this collection. Theoretical divisions between new social movement theory and political process approaches are being transcended as scholars use multiple traditions to analyze activist identities, the role of the state, narrative, repertoires and repression, along with the movements that have emerged associated with economic globalization, and ethnic conflict. This is apparent when one looks at the recent edited collections and textbooks on social movements that have been published in the past five years, many of which anchor social movement courses (Bantjes 2007; della Porta and Diani 1999, 2006; Meyer 2007; Nash 2005; Snow, Soule and Kriesi 2004, 2007; Staggenborg 2008; Tilly 2004; Tilly and Tarrow 2007).

Most undergraduate social movements courses center their readings around a main text. In addition to the newer ones listed above, the most popular texts assigned continue to be Sidney Tarrow’s Power in Movement (1998), Doug McAdam’s Political Process and the Development of Black Insurgency, 1930-1970 (1982/1999), the edited collection Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements: Political Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural Framings (1996) and Alberto Melucci’s Challenging Codes (1996). However, in putting together this collection, we have attempted to find syllabi and exercises that go beyond single textbooks, thus expanding our sense of what might be possible in a social movements course. We are excited about this collection, and what it suggests about the current moment in social movement scholarship. Syllabi by Staggenborg, Olzak, Schwartz and Esparza, Wood, Roth, Munson, Tilly and Conley offer different perspectives on the state of the field. While Olzak, Staggenborg and Munson emphasize movement emergence and dynamics, Wood considers the role of political economy, and Tilly and Conley place movements into the larger context of contentious politics. Over the past few years, social movement research and writing has begun to speak more explicitly about the processes and dynamics that underlie mobilization, recruitment, alliance building and communication. Exercises like Caren’s Social Movement Board Game, Bowman’s exercise on designing a social movement, and Conley’s project on analyzing a stream of contention allow the students to wrestle with these processes in ways that will sharpen both their analysis, and build their sense of themselves as active participants in society.

Inevitably, the collection also reflects the gaps in the field. While Roth highlights the interaction between gender and social movements there is a need for more courses that pay sustained attention to dynamics of gender, race, class, sexuality and disability as they are manifested in movements.

Slowly, North American scholars are examining social movements outside of the ‘core countries’ in Western Europe and North America. While the US civil rights movement continues to hold a central place in our theorizing, it is no longer as dominant as it once was.
Newer movements including the anti-sweatshop movement, global justice movements, movements around health, the environment, immigration and security, and movements around racism and sexism in social institutions beyond the government are slowly becoming more visible in our literature. Some of these movements are reflected as focused case studies in this collection – from the courses on environmental movements by Leonard and by Brulle, to Brown’s course on Social Movements in Health. Social movement courses that examine collective action in times and places different to our own can be an opportunity for understanding the particularities of the current moment in North America. Such investigations help students to understand that another world is not only possible, but inevitable. Courses on social movements in Latin America such as those by Rubin, and Schulz, and courses that adopt a global perspective like those by Williams, El-Ghobashy, Thayer, and Almeida offer ways of doing this.

Social movement courses also offer particular challenges. Often students arrive in the classes feeling disconnected from movements and skeptical about the effectiveness of movement activity. Some scholars included here have developed tools for overcoming this sense of disconnection by engaging students through social movement work. The courses by Marshall Ganz and by Darcy Leach and the exercises by Starr, Bowman, Conley and Scanlan ask students to participate in social movement activity, breaking down the boundaries between the sociologist and the activist/organizer. When done well, such work can facilitate a deeper understanding of the dynamics that underlie social movement activity, as well as developing skills for engagement in the larger society.

Social movement courses offer opportunities for building academic students abilities that will be useful to them in their other courses, and in their research. Some of these courses offer ways to simultaneously build substantive knowledge while honing methodological skills. Mertig’s Fieldwork exercise and Conley’s project on analyzing episodes of contention bring these goals together explicitly. Scanlan’s exercises on analyzing news coverage of protest and films about social movements also offer creative methodological exercises. Sissenich’s course on Social Movement and Film suggests ways that we might be able to incorporate film into our teaching and understand more deeply the ways that popular culture, movements and political processes more generally interact.

Teaching social movements is also a way to encourage students to confront questions of power and inequality. Some students, especially early in their university education are reluctant to critically analyze the hegemonic ideas of progress and development. Many of the courses included here explicitly examine the ways that less powerful groups force authorities into concessions. Applying theories of success and mobilization to particular cases can offer students a sense of how change becomes possible. One example of this is offered by Colleen Murphy, who in her final exam, asks the students to use their knowledge of social movements to predict the success of the movement around gay marriage.

So, here it is. This collection offers some of the best ideas from today’s social movement courses in the US and beyond – we hope that it will inspire and challenge both you and your students.

Works Cited
Bantjes, Rod. 2007. Social Movements in a Global Context: Canadian Perspectives. Canadian Scholars Press Inc.
McAdam, Doug, John McCarthy, Mayer Zald, (Eds) 1996. *Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements: Political Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural Framings*. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
GRADUATE SYLLABI
Social Movements and Collective Action

Suzanne Staggenborg
McGill University

Sociology 511, Fall 2007

Course Description

The course provides a graduate-level introduction to the study of social movements and collective action. This is now a large area of study within political sociology and we will not be able to survey all of the literature on the subject. Instead, we will read some of the interesting recent work in the area and discuss some of the major theoretical issues. The course will serve as a guide for further independent study of the field.

Course Requirements

1) Completion of assigned readings by the class dates indicated

The following required book is available at the university book store:

There is also a required packet of readings available from Eastman copy service in the university bookstore. With the exception of the Tarrow book, assigned readings listed on the course outline can all be found in the course pack. The course pack and Tarrow book are also on library reserve.

2) Class participation

Each student will be required to participate in discussions of the course readings. Beginning the second week of class, each student should prepare one discussion question or comment for each assigned reading. Your questions may be preceded by a brief comment or you may write a short comment (rather than a question) that we can discuss. They may focus on one particular reading, or compare arguments in two or more, including readings previously assigned compared with one or more of the current week’s readings. These should be typed and handed in each class. We will get to as many student questions as we can during the class period. Please do not make your questions/comments excessively long. The following is an example of the type of questions and brief comments that I want you to come up with for each reading:

Staggenborg in “Social Movement Communities and Cycles of Protest” advances a view of social movements as consisting of a range of different types of mobilizing structures beyond SMOs. How would studies of social movements differ if they focussed on the social movement community rather than the social movement organization as the unit of analysis?

In addition to discussing the reading material related to theoretical topics on the course outline, I would like students to discuss their papers in progress as they relate to the class topics. Class
participation, based on your prepared questions/comments, attendance, and contributions to class discussions, will count for 35% of the final grade.

3) Research paper

Each student will be required to write a paper on a topic related to the study of social movements and collective action. You need not do original empirical research, but may base the paper on secondary sources. The paper might focus on a question related to a particular social movement of interest (e.g., how the women's movement maintains itself). Or you might focus on a general theoretical issue of interest (e.g., the role of social networks in recruitment to social movements).

I have provided a bibliography on the class website and put the following books, which might be helpful to you in writing your papers, on reserve at the library:

Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements edited by Doug McAdam, John D. McCarthy, and Mayer N. Zald. Cambridge University Press, 1996.


You are required to submit a proposal for the paper (approximately one typed page in length) by the 5th week of class (Oct 4), at the latest. You should each talk to me individually about your research topic. I can help you formulate a research question and point you to books and articles on the topic. The paper will count for 65% of the final grade and is due the last day of class. The suggested length for the paper is 20 double-spaced, typed pages.

COURSE OUTLINE

Date    Topics and Readings

I. INTRODUCTION

Sept 6  Introduction to theories of social movements
McAdam, McCarthy and Zald, "Social Movements"
Turner, "Collective Behavior and Resource Mobilization as Approaches to Social Movements"

II. CULTURAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXTS AND DYNAMICS
Sept 13  Political Opportunities and Processes  
Tarrow, pp. 1-105  
Meyer, "Protest and political opportunities"  
McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly, Chapter 2 from Dynamics of Contention

Sept 20  Cycles of Protest  
Tarrow, pp. 106-175  
Koopmans, "The Dynamics of Protest Waves"  
Snow and Benford, "Master Frames and Cycles of Protest"  
Taylor, “Social Movement Continuity”

Sept 27  Culture and collective action  
Gusfield, "Social Movements and Social Change"  
Polletta, “Culture In and Outside Institutions”  
Zald, “Ideologically Structured Action”  
Rochon, “The Acceptance of New Cultural Values”  
Armstrong and Crage, “Movements and Memory”

Oct 4  Collective action frames and mass media  
Benford and Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements: An Overview and Assessment”  
Gitlin, Chapter 2 from The Whole World is Watching  
Gerhards and Rucht, “Mesomobilization: Organizing and Framing in Two Protest Campaigns in West Germany”  
Benford, “Frame Disputes within the Nuclear Disarmament Movement”  
Bob, “Marketing Rebellion”

***PAPER PROPOSAL DUE***

III. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESSES

Oct 11  Social psychological perspectives

    Snow and Oliver, "Social Movements and Collective Behavior: Social Psychological Dimensions and Considerations"  
    Klandermans, "The Transformation of Discontent into Action"  
    Jasper, “The Emotions of Protest”  
    Nepstad and Smith, “The Social Structure of Moral Outrage in Recruitment to the U.S. Central America Peace Movement”

Oct 18  Collective identity

    Polletta and Jasper, “Collective Identity and Social Movements”  
    Taylor and Whittier, "Collective Identity in Social Movement Communities"
Whittier, “Political Generations, Micro-Cohorts, and the Transformation of Social Movements”

Bernstein, Mary, “Celebration and Suppression: The Strategic Uses of Identity by the Lesbian and Gay Movement”

Jenson, "What's in a Name? Nationalist Movements and Public Discourse"

IV. ORGANIZATION AND MOBILIZATION

Oct 25 Micromobilization
Snow et al., "Social Networks and Social Movements"
McAdam and Paulsen, "Specifying the Relationship between Social Ties and Activism"
Diani, “Networks and Participation”
Hirsch, “Sacrifice for the Cause”
Veltmeyer and Petras, “The Social Dynamics of Brazil’s Rural Landless Workers’ Movement”

Nov 1 Mobilizing Structures
Minkoff and McCarthy, “Reinvigorating the Study of Organizational Processes in Social Movements”
Staggenborg, “Social Movement Communities and Cycles of Protest”
Katzenstein, “Stepsisters: Feminist Movement Activism in Different Institutional Spaces”
Ayres, “From the Streets to the Internet”

Nov 8 Organization and Strategy
Tilly, "Social Movements and National Politics"
McAdam, "Tactical Innovation and the Pace of Insurgency"
Ganz, “Resources and Resourcefulness”
Rootes, “Facing South?”
Tarrow, “Shifting the Scale of Contention” (Chapter 7 from The New Transnational Activism)

Nov 15 Coalitions
Staggenborg, "Coalition Work in the Pro-Choice Movement"
Carroll and Ratner, “Master Framing and Cross-Movement Networking in Contemporary Social Movements”
Wood,” Bridging the Chasms”
Bandy, “Paradoxes of Transnational Civil Societies under Neoliberalism”

Nov 22 Opposition and Repression
Meyer and Staggenborg, "Movements, Countermovements, and the Structure of Political Opportunity"
Jasper and Poulsen, "Fighting Back: Vulnerabilities, Blunders, and Countermobilization by the Targets in Three Animal Rights Campaigns"
Almeida, “Opportunity Organizations and Threat-Induced Contention”
Earl, “Controlling Protest”

Nov 29 Outcomes of Social Movements
Giugni, “Was it Worth the Effort?”
Gamson, “Social Movements and Cultural Change”
Andrews, “Explaining the Consequences of Social Movements”
Tarrow, pp. 176-210

***ALL PAPERS DUE***
Social Movements
Michael Schwartz and Louis Esparza
State University of New York, Stony Brook

Sociology 595-01

The course begins with a rich survey of social movement history that climaxes mid-semester with the cultural critique of social movement theory. This unresolved tension is carried through the rest of the course, as it explores some thematic areas including leadership, guerilla movements, the Women’s Movement, “normal” politics, global movements, and others.

Social movements can be defined as:
collectivities acting with some degree of organization and continuity outside of institutional or organizational channels for the purpose of challenging or defending extant authority, whether it is institutionally or culturally based, in the group, organization, society, culture, or world order of which they are a part (Snow, et. al. 2004; Session 1).

There is a wide range of perspectives including atomistic conceptions of movement actors, power analyses, structural perspectives, and recently, cultural understandings. The course will introduce students to the key issues in the field. Topics include the role of leadership in social movement organizations, the boundary between social movements and revolutions, transnational social movement dynamics, measuring social movement outcomes, and institutional forms of resistance.

The course is structured to emphasize lasting contributions to the body of social movement research, while drawing attention to key, contemporary debates. In the first part of the course, we will review major social movement theories; in later weeks, readings will be organized thematically. This should serve as both a theoretical grounding and a field map, with the intention of highlighting exciting areas for further research (We have provided an extended reading list at the end for your reference).

The course will be run as a seminar. This means that each session will be primarily a discussion rather than a lecture. You should be prepared to discuss the readings that are listed under a given week during the class occurring in that week. Each student will be responsible for preparing at least one of the sessions, with or without a partner, depending on enrollment. This will include pre-reading the material, trimming it if necessary and posing study questions that everyone must be prepared to discuss. For sessions that are not prepared by a student, we may require short essays at the beginning of the session about a key issue, which will be written and then read to the class.

In addition to the preparation of a class session, the informal in-class essays, and contribution to class discussion, the grade will be based on a term paper due one week after the last day of class. The paper may be a critical literature review, a substantive discussion of a topic, an empirical research paper, or a research proposal (in the form of a grant or fellowship proposal). We will read the paper as a preliminary draft for one of the required papers for advancement to candidacy. So you need to discuss the paper topic with us before you proceed.
A list of required readings is presented in the course outline below. We have ordered six books (available at Stony Books) that we strongly recommend purchasing, not only because we use them extensively, but also because they represent watershed moments in the field and will provide the genesis for a social movements library. You can also search for the books online at www.fetchbook.info.


**COURSE OUTLINE**

**SECTION I: SOCIAL MOVEMENT PERSPECTIVES**

**Session 1 - Introduction to the Course**

*Readings:*


Other Relevant Readings:


Session 2 – Collective Behavior

Readings:


Other relevant readings


Session 3 - Political Process and Resource Mobilization

Readings:


Other Relevant Readings

Session 4 – Activist Perspectives

Readings:

Other Relevant Readings:

Session 5 - Social Movement Frames

Reading:

Session 6 – Repertoires and Movement Cycles

Readings:

Other Relevant Readings:

Session 7 - Culture
Readings:

Other Relevant Readings

Session 8 - Dynamics of Contention
Readings:
Symposium on Dynamics of Contention in Mobilization 8(1).

SECTION II: THEMATIC SESSIONS

Session 9 – Movement Outcomes
Readings
Session 10 – Leadership

Readings:


Entire book is available online, with different pagination at http://socserv.mcmaster.ca/econ/ugcm/3ll3/michels/polipart.pdf.

Session 11 - Guerilla Movements & Revolutions

Readings:


Goodwin, Jeff. 2001. No Other Way Out. Cambridge University Press. [pp 59-63; (chapter 1 suggested)].


Session 12 – Global Movements

Readings:


**Other Relevant Readings**


**Session 13 - Women’s Movements**

**Readings:**


**Other Relevant Readings**

Session 14 – Movements and “Normal” Politics

Readings:


Session 15 - New Social Movement Theory

Readings:


Further Reading


The Sociology of Gender and Social Protest  
Benita Roth  
State University of New York, Binghamton

Course Description:
With the opening up of social movement scholarship generated by 1960s and 1970s social movements, the topic of gender in social movement politics has become particularly important. Gender politics are seen as impacting social movements generally, in so far as gender is a social institution (see Judith Lorber 1994, Paradoxes of Gender) that is continuously constructed by social actors. The politics of gender is part and parcel of the strategies, ideologies, and effectiveness of social movement politics.

In this course, we will consider primarily sociological work on the linked issues of feminism, women’s movements, and gender politics in movement settings. (It should be noted that at BU, there are other courses that consider women’s roles in social protest, but that they are based on different scholarly literatures). We will touch on core concerns of political sociology, such as the constitution of power, polity, protest, and the state, and we will consider the linked issues of feminism, women’s movements, and gender activism in movement and institutional settings. Using literature drawn from sociology, history and women’s studies, we will consider how the inclusion of analyses of gender politics adds to knowledge of political contention generally.

Assessment: This is a seminar, which means that students should be prepared to read and participate. In fact, the success of the course lies with students. Accordingly, I will ask for two presentations: one based on a week’s set of course readings and a second based on a student’s chosen topic for their paper, as described immediately below. These presentations should NOT be longer than 20 minutes, and must do more than simply summarize course readings. They should present issues in the literature and end with questions for class discussion.

One 15-20 page paper will be required, and students will be asked to turn in a draft/outline/or whatever they have at the midway point of the seminar. The paper topic should be chosen in consultation with me, and should ideally both focus more intently on one course theme and target a student’s research interests. That is to say, I will work with students so that they write more in depth on a topic that is both germane to the course and reflects their own research agendas. I would expect the paper to be a relatively extensive literature review of a particular theme, with a critical assessment of debates and lacunae within the literature. Alternatively, and with my permission, those students currently involved in activism would be encouraged to use that experience in concert with course reading to analyze that experience. I would also be open to projects that provide a critical assessment of popular media’s response to women and social protest (i.e. the examination of film, television, etc.), again, as long at the project is approved.

Readings: Assigned books, articles, chapters, and other readings appear under the weekly topics in the course schedule. They are all available on electronic and regular reserve. In some cases we will read an entire book and in other cases, selections, TBA.
COURSE SCHEDULE

WEEK ONE: Logistics/overview of course/introductions/choosing presentations

WEEK TWO: SHIFTING CONDITIONS OF SOCIAL PROTEST/CHANGING PARADIGMS OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT THEORY

WEEK THREE: THE “WHAT IS FEMINISM” DEBATE

WEEK FOUR: SECOND WAVE WOMEN’S MOVEMENTS AND THE PROBLEM OF ALLEGIANCE
WEEK FIVE: GENDER AND REPRODUCING EVERYDAY LIFE IN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

**Readings:**


WEEK SIX: THE QUESTION OF MATERNALISM

**Readings:**


WEEK SEVEN: GENDER,SOCIALIST MOVEMENTS AND “TRANSITIONS”

**Readings:**


WEEK EIGHT: WOMEN IN THE LABOR MOVEMENT


WEEK NINE: THE INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF FEMININE/FEMINIST SPACE


WEEK TEN: ACCOUNTING FOR WOMEN IN RIGHT WING MOVEMENTS


WEEK ELEVEN: GLOBAL FEMINIST ISSUES


WEEK TWELVE: WOMEN AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

WEEK THIRTEEN: THE FUTURE OF GENDER AND SOCIAL PROTEST SCHOLARSHIP
-- Turbin, Carol, Laura L. Frader, Sonya O. Rose, Evelyn Nakano Glenn and Elizabeth Faue. “A Roundtable On Gender, Race, Class, Culture and Politics: Where Do We Go From Here?” Social Science History (Spring 1998).
Movements and Media in Latin America
Markus S. Schulz
New York University

COMMENT: This is a syllabus for a graduate seminar on social movements that I taught at New York University’s Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies. The course content is ‘non-traditional’ in several aspects. Its case material focuses heavily on Latin America, rather than just the United States. Accordingly, the readings are not exclusively by North American scholars but many are by Latin American and European authors. The required readings are limited to what is available in English, but many of the recommended readings are in other languages. Particular attention is given to the relation between movements and media, the latter including not only mass media and the Internet but also graffiti, music, and dance. Movements are explored in the context of broader historical transformations of the region, to which movements have contributed and by which they are also shaped.

Course Description
This research-oriented seminar introduces students to the major theories of social movements and contentious politics, including perspectives on resource mobilization, political process, collective identity and expression. Particular attention will be paid to the relationship between movements and media in the production of political cultures in their often uneasy transition from ‘cultures of fear’ to ‘cultures of participation’. Special consideration will be given to the economics of movement-media dynamics. Some of the main questions the course will address include: How do movements emerge and on what conditions does their success depend on? What role do movements play in transitions to and consolidations of democracy? How do movements relate to and create publics and counter-publics, and on what does their efficacy depend on? Which strategies do movements use for communicating with the larger society and how are the different types of media being employed (e.g. mass demonstration, street theater, music, mouth-to-mouth propaganda, graffiti, flyers, newspapers, radio, television, video, phone, fax, email, web sites)? How do the structure and operative logic of different media types impact movements? How do the conditions for movements change with the decoupling of media from state control and the dedifferentiation of media and market?

The aim of the course is to provide students with a solid grounding in movement theory, recognition of its relations to broader questions of social, economic, political, and cultural transformation, and an opportunity to develop a research project of their own.

Course Format and Requirements
This course has an interactive and research-oriented format. The first part of the course is designed to provide students with a broad overview of the different approaches to movements and contentious politics. The second part then zooms in on movements-media dynamics in the context of selected cases. The readings and cases could be amended, depending on student interests. Students are encouraged to form groups to research primary sources on selected cases of interest and present findings in class. An electronic discussion board will be installed to facilitate communication and foster student collaboration. Course members are invited to circulate preparation materials for class and exchange thoughts on course-related matters in this electronic extension of the class-room.
Students are expected to attend all class sessions, participate actively in discussions, and turn in writing assignments on time. The final grade will be determined as follows:

- class participation 10 %
- memos on weekly readings 20 %
- class presentation/discussion lead 20 %
- term paper 50 %

The memos should summarize the main arguments of the weekly readings and include some own questions, critical comments, and thoughts (250-500 words). The memos should be submitted before class in electronic format (see Digital Drop Box on Blackboard).

The class presentations should be brief expositions of the core arguments of that week’s required (and, optionally, recommended) readings and offer questions and critical arguments of your own, so as to set the stage for a lively class discussion. The formal presentation should be limited to 10-12 minutes and be accompanied by a concise one-page hand-out that summarizes selected key points of the text and raises critical issues. The presentations are meant to get the class discussion started. The presenter is also the discussion leader for that session and should prepare a set of questions that help to structure the discussion.

The term paper is meant to give students the opportunity to develop their own research project (e.g.: a review of a historical movement using one or more analytical concepts discussed in the course; a case study of the role of different media within a movement; the impact of one medium on different movements; the impact of media opening on movements in a specific country; a cross-country comparison; or, alternatively, a detailed research proposal). The paper should be 2500-3500 words in length (not counting the bibliography or optional appendix of empirical materials.) The paper must follow scholarly practices for citations and style. The American Sociological Association’s Style Guide will be posted on the Blackboard site for this course to provide you with an orientation. You are free to use a different citation style as long as you use it coherently throughout your paper. You may wish to consult also Strunk and White’s concise The Elements of Style and the more comprehensive Chicago Manual of Style for general question regarding style. Howard Becker’s superb Writing for Social Sciences has useful hints on developing academic writing habits. Charles Tilly’s “Writing Wrongs in Sociology” is made available on Blackboard.

Course Website on Blackboard
Follow these easy steps to get to the Blackboard site for the course:
1. Log in to NYU Home at <http://home.nyu.edu> with valid NYU NetID and password
2. Click on the “Academics” tab and look under the “Classes” channel for the course name
3. Click on the course name to enter the Blackboard site

Note: Help is available from within Blackboard by clicking the “Question Mark” or by visiting <http://www.nyu.edu/its/blackboard>.

Course Plan
1. Introduction to Social Movements Research and Course Overview
   🍃 Bring to class a brief statement on your research interests (1-2 pages)
2. **International Research Perspectives on Movements and Contentious Politics**


**RECOMMENDED**


3. **Research Methodology**

- Submit a brief statement on your research interests (1-2 pages)


RECOMMENDED


4. Revolutions and Revolutionary Movements
Guevara, Ernesto Che. 1997 (orig. 1960). Guerilla Warfare. Edited by Brian Loveman and Thomas M. Davies, Jr. Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, Ch. 1, par. 1-3 (=pp. 50-63), Ch. 3, par. 7 (on propaganda = pp. 120-22).


RECOMMENDED


5. **Mass Media, Participation, and Revolutionary Movements I**


RECOMMENDED


Reyes Matta, Fernando. 1986. *Investigaciones sobre la prensa en Chile, 1974-1984.* Santiago de Chile.


6. **Mass Media, Participation, and Revolutionary Movements II**


RECOMMENDED


7. ** Movements and the Transition from Fear to Participation **


RECOMMENDED


8. The Zapatista Uprising in Chiapas


RECOMMENDED


9. Global Cyberzapatismo


RECOMMENDED


10. **Moving in Prime-Time**


**RECOMMENDED**


11. **Media in Transition**

Submit one-page prospectus and working bibliography for term-paper


RECOMMENDED


12. Changing Publics


**RECOMMENDED**


13. **Media Formats: Graffiti, Dress, Rituals, and Popular Religion**


**RECOMMENDED**


**14. The Music of Movements**


**RECOMMENDED**


Final term papers are due by December 16, 2004
Social Movements in 20th Century Latin America  
Jeffrey Rubin  
Boston University

This course will examine the relationship between culture and politics in 20th Century Latin American social movements. We will examine the origins, actions, and effects of such movements as the Zapatistas and Villistas in Mexico (during the Mexican Revolution), the Conservatives, Liberals, and guerrillas during La Violencia in Colombia, the Pan-Mayan movement in Guatemala, the Zapatistas in Chiapas, and Latin American feminist movements. We will also examine four Brazilian social movements: the Movement of Landless Rural Workers, the Participatory Budgeting project in Porto Alegre, the Movement of Rural Women Workers in Rio Grande do Sul, and the Afro-Reggae Cultural Group in Rio de Janeiro.

Throughout the course, we will relate theoretical work on culture, economic development, and democracy to the day to day activities and broader trajectories of the movements we study. In so doing, we will evaluate the ways in which such theoretical perspectives contribute to our historical understanding.

In analyzing social movements, we will consider such questions as: When do regional movements provoke national processes of political and cultural change? When and why are issues of race or gender highlighted in the activities of social movements and when are they obscured? How do social movements perpetuate forms of exclusion and inequality? When do everyday activities constitute "resistance"—and resistance to what?—and how do everyday forms of resistance relate to broader forms of historical change? How does culture "travel," historically and geographically, and in what ways can original cultural activities in one place be reproduced in another?

Readings
The books available for purchase are:
John Womack, Jr., Zapata and the Mexican Revolution  
Mariano Azuela, The Underdogs  
Mary Roldán, Blood and Fire: La Violencia in Antioquia, Colombia (1946-1953)  
Jeffrey Rubin, Decentering the Regime: Ethnicity, Radicalism, and Democracy in Juchitán, Mexico  
Kay Warren, Indigenous Movements and Their Critics: Pan-Mayan Activism in Guatemala  
Sonia Alvarez, Arturo Escobar, and Evelina Dagnino, eds., Cultures of Politics, Politics of Cultures: Re-Visioning Latin American Social Movements  
Sidney Tarrow, Power in Movement: Social Movements and Contentious Politics  
John Burdick, Blessed Anastácia: Women, Race, and Popular Christianity in Brazil

Course Requirements
Students will be required to write three papers in the course of the semester, each of them approximately five pages in length. One of the papers will discuss Chiapas and will be due on October 9. Students will sign up at the beginning of the semester to do the other two papers for weeks of their choice. Papers will be due in class on the day we discuss the readings. Late papers will not be accepted. Assignments for the papers will vary, addressing a range of issues
and developing different analytic skills. One may be a summary of the reading. Others will involve comparing the way a particular issue is presented in different readings or analyzing the readings for one week in light of ideas we have developed in earlier readings or discussions.

Students will also be required to bring to each class a 1-2 page response to the readings, in the form of one or several questions that the student would like to see addressed in class, along with some thoughts about how to respond to that question. These 1-2 page responses will be collected, but they will not be graded. Students do not need to write response papers for the weeks for which they are writing longer papers. Occasionally, different assignments may be given for response papers.

The papers will count for 70% of the course grade and class participation will count for 30%. The colloquium will be run as a focused, in-depth discussion. During the first class, I will present guidelines for discussion and suggest ways in which students might develop their skills in preparing for class and making comments that move the discussion along and deepen it. In the course of the semester, I will meet with students who would like additional guidance in these areas. Each student’s participation will be graded on the basis of how actively and thoughtfully he or she joins in the discussion.

Films
Several films will be shown as part of the course. These are a required part of the course and will be included in paper assignments.

Office Hours
I am available during office hours to speak to students about any aspect of the course or related interests. If you are having difficulty with the course in any way, you should be sure to come see me as soon as possible. You should also come see me if something intrigues or puzzles you, if you would like to know more about a topic or talk about it further, etc. I can be particularly helpful with ways to improve your ability to read and understand the material, prepare for and carry out written assignments, and participate in class discussion. If you are having trouble joining in the class discussion, be sure to speak with me early in the semester. If you know in advance that you would like to see me, talk to me after class or contact me by email to make an appointment, which will generally be during my office hours. It is also fine to come to see me during office hours without an appointment.

September 6: Introduction

Part I Violent Rebellion in Mexico and Colombia, 1900 – 1960
September 13: The Zapatistas and the Mexican Revolution: A Struggle for Land and Community?
John Womack, Jr., Zapata and the Mexican Revolution: Prologue, Chapter 1, 37-52, 61-69, 76-96, Chapter 4, 159-178, 185-190, Chapter 7, 224-235, 240-255, 331-336, 346-370 (T)

September 20: The Villistas and the Mexican Revolution: Rebels and Bandits?
Mariano Azuela, The Underdogs (a novel) (T)

September 27: Conservatives, Liberals, and Guerrillas in Colombia: The Circuitous Origins of Grassroots Mobilization
Mary Roldán, *Blood and Fire: La Violencia in Antioquia, Colombia (1946-1953)*: Introduction, Chapter 1, Chapter 3 (T)

Part II Indigenous Movements in Mexico and Guatemala, 1930-1995

October 4: At the Borders of Violence: The Zapatista Rebellion in Chiapas
FILM: *A Place Called Chiapas* (October 2)
newspaper and magazine articles, 1994-present
Zapatista communiques--approx 19 pages
NY Times articles from the beginning of the rebellion--4 pages
Mexico's Poet Rebel--ends on p 132, before the end of the article
NY Times articles from later--15 pages (optional)
Chiapas Times--2 pages--read "Major US Bank"
Media Recognition--Opportunities and Dangers--10 pages (optional)
The War Within --pp. 6-21
Rus, Mattiace, and Hernandez Chavez, a chronology, 1994-2002, pp. 15-23 (ONLY) of the Hernandez reading. Those are the pages marked on the text, not the pages in the Adobe Acrobat document. (This is useful for a general overview and for reference)
George Collier, ‘Basta!’, Chapters 2 & 4
John Womack, Jr., "Chiapas, the Bishop of San Cristóbal, and the Zapatista Revolt," in *Rebellion in Chiapas*

Documents:
“The Mexican Revolution in Tzotzil: “When We Stopped Being Crushed,” 1914-1940”
“The Church’s New Mission in a De-Christianized Continent: Bishop Ruiz in Medellín, 1968”
“The Proletarian Line: From Torreón to the Canyons, 1976-77”
October 11: At the Borders of Violence: Real-World Complexity in Chiapas
(PAPERS DUE IN CLASS)
Xóchitl Leyva Solano, “Regional, Communal, and Organizational Transformations in Las Cañadas,” in Rus et. al., *Mayan Lives, Mayan Utopias*
Jan Rus, "The 'Comunidad Revolucionaria Institucional': The Subversion of Native Government in Highland Chiapas, 1936-1968, in Gil Joseph and Daniel Nugent, eds., Everyday Forms of State Formation
Jeffrey Rubin, "From Che to Marcos," Dissent, Summer 200

October 18: From Culture to Politics: Zapotec Mobilization and Democratization in Juchitán, Mexico
FILM: Blossoms of Fire (October 16)
Jeffrey Rubin, Decentering the Regime: Ethnicity, Radicalism, and Democracy in Juchitán, Mexico, 1-9, 24-58, 64-237, 256-276 (T)

October 25: In the Aftermath of Violence: The Pan-Mayan Movement in Guatemala
FILM: Todos Santos: The Survivors (October 23)
Kay Warren, Indigenous Movements and Their Critics: Pan-Mayan Activism in Guatemala pp. 3-131, 194-210 (T)

November 1: Theoretical Interlude: Culture, Cycles, and Networks

Part III Social Movements in Brazil, 1980 - 2000

November 8: Becoming the Government: Participatory Budgeting in Porto Alegre, Brazil
Film: Capital Sins (November 6)
Film: Participatory Budgeting: Here Popular Participation Speaks (in class)
Jeffrey Rubin, “Brazil: The Next Great Democratic Challenge,” manuscript
Maria Celia Paoli and Vera da Silva Telles, “Social Rights: Conflicts and Negotiations in Contemporary Brazil,” in Alvarez et. al., Cultures of Politics, pp. 64 - 69
Sérgio Gregório Baierle, "The Explosion of Experience: The Emergence of a New Ethical Political Principle in Popular Movements in Porto Alegre, Brazil," in Alvarez et. al., Cultures of Politics, pp. 124-136

Jeffrey Rubin, “Participatory Budgeting: An Ethnographic View,” manuscript

November 15: Challenging the Government: Mobilization and Threat in the Movement of Landless Rural Workers in Brazil
Films:  *Land for Rose* (November 13)
John Hammond, "Law and Disorder: The Brazilian Landless Farmworkers' Movement," *Bulletin of Latin American Research*
John Hammond, “Land Occupations, Violence, and the Politics of Agrarian Reform in Brazil,” manuscript
newspaper articles, 1997-98
(http://lals.ucsc.edu/faculty/jafox/PDFs/foxdevchange92.pdf)
Leigh Payne, “The Brazilian Rural Democratic Union,” in *Uncivil Movements: The Armed Right Wing and Democracy in Latin America*

November 29: Music, Performance, and Resistance: The Afro-Reggae Cultural Group and Race in Brazil
Film: *Favela Rising* (November 27)
Olivia Maria Gomes da Cunha, "Black Movements and the 'Politics of Identity' in Brazil" (pp. 231-246) in Alvarez et. al., eds., *Cultures of Politics*
http://www.changemakers.net/journal/98july/mylan.cfm
John Burdick, *Blessed Anastácia: Women, Race, and Popular Christianity in Brazil*, Introduction, Chapters 3, 4, 5, pp. 185-191, Conclusion (T)
Emma Sokoloff-Rubin and Jeffrey Rubin, “Favela Beat”

December 6: Latin American Feminisms and the Movement of Rural Women Workers in Brazil
Interview, Gessí Bonês and Marlene Pasquali
Emma Sokoloff-Rubin and Jeffrey Rubin, “MMTR Portraits”
Sonia Alvarez, "Latin American Feminisms 'Go Global': Trends of the 1990s and Challenges for the New Millennium," in Alvarez et. al., eds., *Cultures of Politics*
This course will examine the emergence of the various strands of environmental political discourse. As societies modernise social and political responses to environmental degradation have become a feature of everyday life. These responses embrace a broad range of actors including institutions such as the EU, internal state agencies, local government and community movements. While disputes about environmental issues may occur between policy makers and concerned communities both may claim to have environmental perspectives.

The nature of environmental disputes will be explored in an attempt to shed light on the manner in which types of environmental orthodoxies are established as the state, local communities and the corporate sector all attempt to frame environmental issues in a way which supports their needs. An understanding of environmental campaigns will be achieved through studies of the internal mobilisation of resources and the external exploitation of political opportunities by relevant institutional, governmental and community actors as such disputes are evolutionary and interwoven with other social and political events. The aim of this course is to introduce students to the relevant literature on environmentalism, reviewing an aspect this theory on a weekly basis.

Students will be asked to choose a relevant case study to build a research project around. The project will be based on one 2,000 word essay worth 60% with a presentation worth 20% and an examination worth 20%. Full attendance and discussion of topics set for each week is also required. Relevant readings will be provided. Extensions are at the discretion of the Head of Department, professor Chris Curtin, Room 306, Tower 1, Dept. Political Science and Sociology. Essay Submission Day: Monday, 26th November to Michael Donnelly, Moyola House


Course Content and Themes
Week One: Introductory session

Week Two: Environmental Thought:

Week Three: Ecocentric Deep Green Thought and the Anthropocentric Shallow Green Thought. ‘Realists vs. Fundamentalists’

**Week Four:** Understanding Sustainable Development: Sustainability and Eco-modernisation


**Week Five:** The Growth of Environmental Protest. The Modernisation and Opportunities of Environmental Movements


**Week Six:** Environmentalism and the Media. The Creation of Environmental ‘Orthodoxy’


**Week Seven:** The Corporate Response to Environmentalism

Key Reading: Roberts, J. (2004) *Environmental Policy* Chapter 118

**Week Eight:** Creating Environmental Policies

Key Reading: Taylor, G. (Ed) “Issues in Irish Policy” *Environmental Policy in Ireland* Chapter 4 Knill, C. and Lenschow, A. (Eds) *Implementing EU Environmental Policy* Manchester University Press. Chapters 1, 11

**Week Nine:** Environmentalism in Ireland

Key Reading: L. Leonard (2006) *Green Nation: The Irish Environmental Movement from Carnsore Point to the Rossport 5* Choice Publishing

**Week Ten:** Case Study of an Environmental Dispute: Anti-Incinerator Campaigns in Ireland and the US
E. Walsh, R. Warland and D. Smith (1997) *Don’t Burn it Here: Grassroots Challenges to Trash Incinerators* Pennsylvania University Press

Week Eleven: Case Study Methodologies

Week Twelve: The Future of Environmental Movements
Environmental Movements in the United States
Robert Brulle
Drexel University

Overview: This course provides an introduction to the processes of social change, and the key collective actors and institutions that are involved in the creation of U.S. environmental policies. The aim of this course is to provide an understanding of the historical and social processes by which environmental policy is created and changed through a political process among a number of different coalitions. The course starts with an examination of theories of social change. It then examines the development of the various worldviews, organizations, and practices that define U.S. environmental politics, including environmental advocacy organizations and foundations. It concludes with a consideration of the status of the U.S. environmental movement.

Course Requirements: This course has two course requirements as follows:

1. Class Participation: The key to success for this course is active participation by all involved. What is sought is to develop a cooperative atmosphere of mutual learning. The class should be seen as the cumulative development of a group conversation. Active and meaningful participation in the class discussions is thus required. We want to be able to use the time together as a group to share and critique ideas. Accordingly, the students should use the time between classes to read and become conversant with the material. A key part in learning new ideas is through their use. Each student will be assigned to present a number of the readings. Each student presentation will consist of a brief description of the logic of the article based on the template handed out in the first class session. This will be followed by a second presentation by another student amplifying the first presentation by identifying several key questions for discussion. Each student will then be expected to ask a question or make a comment about the readings. Participation in class will constitute 40% of the course grade.

2. Take Home Exams: This course requires completion of two take home examinations in response to written questions provided by the instructor. These questions will be designed to focus your application of the concepts covered in class, and will be approximately 2,000 words in length. You are expected to work independently. The two examinations will count for 60% of the course grade. They will be handed out at the end of class on April 30 and June 4, and will be due the following week.

Required Texts: This course has five required texts that are listed below. In addition, a series of assigned readings are available on library reserve.


Course Schedule:

Week 1: April 2, 2007 Introduction and Course Overview

Week 2: April 9, 2007 The Policy Process and Social Movements


Week 3: April 16, 2007 Overview of the U.S. Environmental Movement

Brulle. Agency, Democracy, and Nature, Chapters 5, 7- 9

Week 4: April 23, 2007 The Environmental Movement 1980 - 2005

Bernstein. 2002 The Compromise of Liberal Environmentalism, chapters 2, 3, & 6

Week 5: April 30, 2007 Anti - Environmental Movement

Brulle. Agency, Democracy, and Nature, Chapter 6
Buell F. 2004. From Apocalypse to Way of Life; Environmental Crisis in the American Century Routledge, Chapters 1-6

Week 6: May 7, 2007 Foundations and the Environmental Movement


Week 7: May 9/10, 2007 The Risk Society Class Scheduled on 9 or 10 May due to instructor travel on May 14, 2007

Week 8: May 21, 2007 The Death of Environmentalism?

Week 9: May 28, 2007, No Class (Memorial Day)

Week 10: June 4, 2007 Post Warming, Post Democracy, and Post Ecology
Social Movements in Health
Phil Brown
Brown University

This graduate seminar centers on health social movements, but also provides some exploration in general social movement theory and research, as well as using some concepts from science and technology studies (STS), and covering some core medical sociology concerns, such as health inequalities, personal experience of illness, and lay-professional disputes over disease identification, causation, prevention, and treatment. We’ll be building on and amplifying the general theoretical model I have been developing around health social movements (HSMs), while also assembling as large a list as possible of all HSMs, with an attendant bibliography.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Since it is likely that most people will not have taken a course in social movements, it is necessary to provide some background on general social movement theory and research methods. That will be done by starting the seminar with a focus on general social movements, while also studying HSMs. After the first few weeks, we will shift to a focus on HSMs, while also reading one or two general social movement articles each week. By continuing with general social movement readings, we will have the opportunity to examine a variety of theories, methods, and applications, to see how useful social movement scholarship is to HSMs, and to consider ways to expand social movement scholarship. We will not, however, be focused on showing how a specific social movement theory can explain a particular HSM; indeed, we will be examining how elements of multiple theories can be applied to any given HSM.

Each meeting will include lecture material by me and presentations by one or two students. The student presentations will involve analysis and interpretation of required readings; you can feel free to bring in additional readings as well.

A paper will be due the last week of the seminar, on a topic of the student's choice, selected in consultation with me. I will provide a list of possible topics, although you are not bound to choose one of them. On Sept. 20 students will present a brief written outline of the paper. They will also make a brief presentation to the seminar on Sept. 20 (continuing to Sept. 27, if needed), so that everyone knows what others are studying. In the last three sessions, people will make final presentations, which will occur along with regular discussion of readings.

Students will, in the course of their paper research, provide a bibliography of articles and books on the HSM they are studying, which may be more extensive than the sources they actually use in the paper. These will be compiled and published on the Contested Illnesses Research Group web site, as a special section on HSMs, both alphabetically and by specific health movement.

REQUIRED READING:
Required reading consists of the books to be purchased, a reading packet available at Allegra Printing [designated on the syllabus with an (R)], and readings on WebCT [designated with a (W)].
Books available at Brown Bookstore:
Bert Klandermans and Suzanne Staggenborg, Methods of Social Movement Research (Minnesota)
Sandra Morgen, Into Our Own Hands: The Women’s Health Movement, 1969-1990 (Rutgers)
Joseph P. Shapiro, No Pity: People with Disabilities Forging a New Civil Rights Movement (Three Rivers/Random House)
Steve Epstein, Impure Science: AIDS, Activism, and the Politics of Knowledge (California)
Frank Fischer, Citizens, Experts, and the Environment (Duke)
Gerald E. Markowitz and David Rosner, Deceit and Denial: The Deadly Politics of Industrial Pollution (California)

Sept. 6  1) Introduction

Sept. 13  2) Background in Social Movement Theory and Research/History and Theory of Health Social Movements

General social movements – review essays and applications on major theories and approaches
David Meyer, “Protest and Political Opportunities” Annual Review of Sociology 2004 (W)
Robert D. Benford and David A. Snow, “Framing Processes and Social Movements: An Overview and Assessment” Annual Review of Sociology 2000 (W)

Health social movements
“Preface” (pp. vi-viii) and “Introduction” (pp. 3-28) in Barbara Ehrenreich and John Ehrenreich, The American Health Empire (R)

Sept. 20  3) Background in Social Movement Theory and Research/Defining and Characterizing HSMs

General social movements -- review essays on major theories and approaches; methods
Francesca Polletta and James M. Jasper, “Collective Identity And Social Movements” Annual Review of Sociology 2001 (W)

The following in Bert Klandermans and Suzanne Staggenborg, Methods of Social Movement Research:
Bert Klandermans and Suzanne Staggenborg, “Introduction”
Bert Klandermans and Jackie Smith, “Survey Research: A Case for Comparative Designs”
Hank Johnston “Verification and Proof in Frame and Discourse Analysis”
Health social movements

Topic selection and presentations

Sept. 27 4) Breast Cancer Activism and Abortion Activism

General social movements – methods

Health social movements

Topic selection and presentations (continued, if necessary)

Oct. 4 5) Environmental Justice and Environmental Health

General social movements - methods
The following in Bert Klandermans and Suzanne Staggenborg, Methods of Social Movement Research: Debra Minkoff, “Macro-Organizational Analysis” Donatella della Porta, “Comparative Politics and Social Movements” Bert Klandermans, Suzanne Staggenborg, and Sidney Tarrow, “Conclusion: Blending Methods and Theories in Social Movement Research”

Health social movements - activists as scholars
Mary Arquette et al., “Holistic Risk-Based Environmental Decision Making: A Native Perspective” Environmental Health Perspectives Supplement 2, 2002(W)

- professionals as activists
Richard Clapp, “Popular Epidemiology: “Citizen Health Surveys in Utah and Massachusetts” (W)
Phil Brown, two chapters from book manuscript, Contested Illnesses: Toward a New Environmental Health Movement (spring 2007, Columbia University Press) (W)

Oct. 11 6) Challenges to Knowledge and Lay-Professional Differences
General social movements

Health social movements
Frank Fischer, Citizens, Experts, and the Environment

Oct. 18 7) Women’s Health Movement
General social movements – emerging social movement groups
Kathleen M. Blee and Ashley Currier, “Character Building: the Dynamics of Emerging Social Movement Groups” Mobilization Volume 10, No. 1: February 2005 (R)

Health social movements

Oct. 25 away at conference-no class

Nov. 1 8) AIDS Movement
General social movements – methods
The following in Bert Klandermans and Suzanne Staggenborg, Methods of Social Movement Research: Debra Minkoff, “Macro-Organizational Analysis”
Bert Klandermans, Suzanne Staggenborg, and Sidney Tarrow, “Conclusion: Blending Methods and Theories in Social Movement Research”

Health social movements
Steve Epstein, Impure Science: AIDS, Activism, and the Politics of Knowledge

Nov. 15 9) Disability Rights Movement
General social movements – emotions and culture
Jeff Goodwin, James Jasper, and Francesca Polletta, “Why Emotions Matter” in Jeff Goodwin, James Jasper, and Francesca Polletta, eds. Passionate Politics: Emotions and Social Movements (R)


Health social movements
Joseph P. Shapiro, No Pity: People with Disabilities Forging a New Civil Rights Movement

Nov. 22 Thanksgiving vacation

Nov. 29 10) Patients’ Rights Movements: Complementary and Alternative Medicine, Mental Patients, Alzheimer’s Disease, Muscular Dystrophy

General social movements – Science movements
Kelly Moore, “Powered by the People: Scientific Authority in Participatory Science” (pp. 299-323 in Scott Frickel and Kelly Moore, eds. The New Political Sociology of Science: Institutions, Networks, and Power (R)

Health social movements
In Phil Brown and Stephen Zavestoski, eds., Social Movements in Health:
David Hess, “Scientific Research Agendas and Health Social Movements” (W)
Melinda Goldner, “Dynamic Interplay Between Western Medicine and CAM”(W)
Renee Beard, “Emergent Voices: Illness Experience, Social Structure, and the Alzheimer’s Disease Movement” (W)

Dec. 6 11) Occupational Safety and Health

General social movements: Outcomes
Selections from Marco Giugni, Doug McAdam, and Charles Tilly, editors, How Social Movements Matter (R)

Health social movements
Gerald E. Markowitz and David Rosner, Deceit and Denial: The Deadly Politics of Industrial Pollution

Dec. 13 Presentations of student papers

Final papers due
Practicing Democracy: Leadership, Community and Power
Marshall Ganz
Harvard University

"In democratic countries, knowledge of how to combine is the mother of all other forms of knowledge; on its progress depends that of all the others." de Tocqueville

INTRODUCTION

A. OBJECTIVES:
Fulfilling the democratic promise of equity, inclusion and accountability requires the participation of an "organized" citizenry with the power to articulate and assert its interests effectively. Because access to political resources is unequal, however, the voices many remain muted. Organizing – practicing democracy by mobilizing people to combine their resources to act strategically on behalf of common interests - is one way to confront this challenge. Organizers recruit, identify, and develop leadership; build community around that leadership; and build power from that community. How does this work? Why do some efforts fail while others succeed? Does it really make a difference?

In this seminar students explore these questions by learning how to build organizations through which people can make their “voices” heard. By analyzing their own leadership of an organizing project of their own choosing and for which they are responsible, students learn skills of reflective practice. Students use a framework to map power and interests, develop leadership, build relationships, motivate participation, devise strategy and mobilize resources to create organizations and win campaigns. Our approach is equally useful for community, electoral, union, and social movement organizing. As reflective practitioners, students learn to analyze their experience as data from which they can gain insight into their leadership skills, the workings of their organization, the issues it addresses, and the community within which it operates.

Organizing projects have three requirements: they must be rooted in the student’s values, they must focus on achieving an outcome by the end of the semester, and they must require engaging other people to achieve this outcome. Students may choose a project on which they have been working, design a new project, or serve as an “intern” with any one of a wide variety of advocacy organizations in the Greater Boston area. Projects have included campus based work with the Campus Political Society, Association of Black Harvard Women, Phillips Brooks House, Arab Students’ Association, Student Labor Action Movement, Progressive Jewish Alliance, Harvard Diabetes Network, Project Health; and community based work with Centro Presente, the Greater Boston Interfaith Network, Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union, St. Marks RC Parish, St. Stephen’s Episcopal Parish, Temple Israel, the Boston Youth Organizing Project, community development corporations in Chinatown, Allston-Brighton, Dorchester Bay, Dudley Street and Jamaica Plain; and current electoral campaigns.

B. PARTICIPATION:

This course is intended for students interested in learning how to exercise leadership on behalf of social change through collective action. There are no prerequisites. Students with a strong a
commitment to the community, organization, or goals on behalf of which they are working will be most successful.

C. REQUIREMENTS:
1. Students choose an "organizing project" upon which to base their learning. They may choose a project on which they are already working, initiate a new project or serve with one of various community or campus organizations. An “organizing project” involves mobilizing others to join you in achieving a clear outcome that advances values you share by the end of the semester – and should average some 8 hours per week.

Students are welcome to use their organizing project to advance work they are already doing on the campus or in the community.

2. Getting Started. The course is front-loaded to give students the opportunity to acquire skills that will be useful in their organizing projects.
   - One-to-One Meetings. To facilitate the selection of organizing projects – and get acquainted - students meet one-to-one with the instructor for 10 to 15 minutes during the first week of class.
   - A Conversation with Former Students. On Thursday, September 27th from 7:00 to 8:00 PM, we invite you to meet with former students who can share their experience of the class with you.
   - Action Skills Session. To acquaint you with a range of organizing skills useful in your projects, you are required to participate in a Saturday Skills Session on September 29th from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM.

3. The seminar meets for 2 hours, once a week for thirteen weeks, with the exception of the week of Dec. 10, when class meets on Tuesday AND Thursday. Students use a learning framework to integrate lectures and reading with critical reflection on their project experience. In each session, we divide the time between discussion of reading and of student projects. You are required to attend all sessions, do the reading and take an active part in discussions.

4. The reading combines theory, practice, and history and average 130 pages per week. An introductory paragraph to each week's readings focuses attention and prioritizes readings. Readings designated with “►” are particularly important to focus on for class discussion. My “organizing notes” frame the readings, explain the charts and offer a discussion framework. Recommended readings are available for those who wish to pursue a topic more deeply and can be purchased as a separate reading packet.

5. Students keep field notes on the basis of which they submit "reflection papers" of approximately 2 pages each week in which they analyze their experience of their own organizing project. At the end of each week's readings we pose questions to stimulate reflection. You are required to submit 8 of 10 possible reflection papers. The first two (Oct. 16, 23), the one on strategy (Nov. 20) and the last one (Dec. 13) are required. You may skip any two of the remaining reflection papers without excuse. Reflection papers are to be submitted via email on Monday by 6 pm to all of the participants in the class using the course web page (instructions provided in class).
6. Each student prepares a 10 to 15 minute class presentation during the semester. Students introduce themselves, their project, and discuss how the project relates to the topic of the week. Presentations conclude with questions for class discussion. A sign-up sheet for the presentations will be distributed during the first week of class.

7. At the end of reading period, Friday, January 11, each student submits a 20-page final paper in which they reflect on what they learned about “practicing democracy.” Students are evaluated not on whether their project is a “success”, but on their ability to analyze what happened and why. Final grades will be based on seminar participation (40%), weekly reflection papers (30%) and final report (30%).

D. MATERIALS:
The five books required for this course are available for purchase at the COOP and are on reserve at the Lamont library.


The other required readings can be found in the SS98 reading packet available for purchase at FlashPrint Copy, 99 Mt. Auburn Street.

Six recommended books can be purchased at the COOP. Required readings from these books are in the course pack:

d) Mike Gecan, *Going Public*, Boston, Beacon Press, 2002;

COURSE OUTLINE:
The following is the schedule of class meetings and reading assignments. The number of pages/week is indicated in italics beside the date. Special due dates are noted in italics. Letters to the right of each reading indicate whether the focus is theoretical (T), practical (P) or historical (H).

INTRODUCING ORGANIZING
Week 1: What is Organizing? (September 25) (161 pp.)
Welcome. This week we get acquainted, get an overview of the course, set goals, answer questions, and schedule interviews to discuss internships. "What is Organizing" frames the work we will do. Aristotle, Bellah, de Tocqueville, and Schattschneider contextualize organizing within democratic politics. McKnight and Alinsky distinguish between service provision and organizing. We will do. Aristotle, Bellah, de Tocqueville, and Schattschneider contextualize organizing within democratic politics. McKnight and Alinsky distinguish between service provision and organizing. Gunier and Torres challenge us to focus on how the structural divisions of race, class, and gender interact with organizing. Woliver gives a snapshot of the mechanics of organizing, and Skocpol locates organizing in debates about civic engagement. Gecan discusses different ways in which people “combine.”

b) Charts and Questions (T) Available on SS98 Webpage
Aristotle, Politics Book 1, Chapter 1-2 (pp.1127-1130). (T) http://etext.virginia.edu/toc/modeng/public/AriPol.html
f) ▶ Saul Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals, Chapter 1, (pp.3-23). (P)
g) ▶ John McKnight, "Services are Bad for People," (pp.41-44). (T)
h) Mike Gecan, Going Public, “Chapter 10, Three Public Cultures” (pp.151-166)
i) Lani Guinier and Gerald Torres, The Miner’s Canary, “Political Race and Magical Realism, Chapter 1”, (pp.11-31) (T).
k) Theda Skocpol, "From Membership to Management”, Chapter 4 in Diminished Democracy, 2003 (pp. 127-174). (H)

Week 2: Learning in the Organizing Tradition (October 2) (229+ pp.)
This week we explore both “how” we will learn over the course of the semester using a pedagogy of “reflective practice,” and we consider the tradition in which organizing is rooted. Thich Nhat Hanh reflects on uses and abuses of theory in learning practice. Fiske and Taylor explain how we form theories, how they shape our learning, and how they inhibit learning. Langer challenges us to engage critically with our own theories. And Kierkegaard calls attention to the fact that learning practice takes emotional resources, as well as cognitive and behavioral ones. Sitkin shows us how failure is often a necessary component of learning practice. Schon spells out the meaning of “reflective practice.”
b) Helpful Hint #1 Available on SS98 Webpage
▶ Thich Nhat Hanh, Thundering Silence: Sutra on Knowing the Better Way to Catch a Snake, "The Raft is Not the Shore," (pp.30-33). (P)
boycott, the beginning of the modern Civil Rights Movement, shows how organizing actually works. In my March blog, I offer one view of the organizing challenges we face today. (121+ pp.)

In the West, popular, civic, and religious currents of the organizing tradition go back at least as far as Exodus and, in the US, the American Revolution. Currents emerged elsewhere from Gandhi’s vision of nonviolent organizing that influenced social change work in Asia, Africa, North America, and Eastern Europe. Branch’s excellent account of the Montgomery bus boycott, the beginning of the modern Civil Rights Movement, shows how organizing actually works. In my March blog, I offer one view of the organizing challenges we face today. (121+ pp.)

For those interested in exploring diverse currents of the organizing tradition further, you may choose among the following OPTIONAL readings:

a) OPTIONAL: Louis Fischer, The Life of Mahatma Gandhi, Chapter 31, "Drama at the Seashore" (pp.263 -275). (H)


d) OPTIONAL: Margaret Keck and Kathryn Sikkink, Activists Beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics, Chapter 1, Introduction (pp. 1-38) (H)


f) OPTIONAL: Clyde Wilcox, Onward Christian Soldiers? Chapter 1, (pp. 1-19), The Christian Right in American Politics, Chapter 3, (pp.60-96) (H).
Week 3: **Telling Your Public Story** (October 9) (142 pp.)

This week we focus on putting into words the sources of your motivation to learn leadership, organizing, and social action. This is important to understand not only for its own sake, but because whenever one assumes a role of leadership, especially in a community other than one’s own, people expect an account of who you are and why you are there. These questions of what I am called to do, what the community is called to do, and what we are called to do now are at least as old as Moses’ conversation with God at the Burning Bush: Why me? asks Moses, when he is called to free his people. And, who – or what - is calling me? And, why these people? Why here, now, in this place?

Public narrative is the art of translating values into action. It is a discursive process through which individuals, communities, and nations construct their identity, make choices, and inspire action. Because it engages both “head” and “heart”, narrative can instruct and inspire - teaching us not only how we should act, but moving us to act. Leaders use public narrative to interpret themselves to others, engage others in a sense of shared community, and inspire others to act on challenges that community must face. It is learning to tell a story of self, a story of us, and a story of now. It is not public speaking, messaging or image making. As Jayanti Ravi, MPA/MC 07 said, it’s learning how to bring out their “glow” from within, not how to apply a “gloss” from without.

• Organizing Project Report Due
• Complete the Telling Your Public Story Worksheet and prepare 2 minute story to explain why you’ve been called to undertake the project to which you’ve committed.

INTRODUCING YOUR ORGANIZING PROJECT

Week 4: Actors, Values and Interests (October 16) (68 pp.)
Can you “map” the social world in which your organizing project is unfolding? Who are the actors? What do they want? And why? Are there leaders, a constituency, an opposition? What needs, values, and interests are in play? And where do you fit into the picture? Bruner offers some ideas. What do you think of Alderfer’s model of our needs? Bruner locates the sources of our values in our cultures, and Weber explains how we turn them into interests. Do you agree? Walker explains why groups with common interests may not act on them, while Guinier and Torres call attention to the political implications of how we understand “interests”. Mondros and Wilson describe the actors in a typical organizing campaign.

b) Charts and Questions Available on SS98 Webpage
c) ‣ Saul Alinsky, Rules for Radicals, “A Word About Words,” (pp.48 - 62). (P)
d) ‣ Clayton Alderfer, Existence, Relatedness and Growth, Chapter 2, “Theory,” (pp.6-13). (T)
e) Jerome Bruner, Acts of Meaning, excerpt, Chapter 1, “The Proper Study of Man,” (pp.24-30). (T)
g) Jack L. Walker, Jr., Mobilizing Interest Groups in America, Chapter 3, “Explaining the Mobilization of Interests,” (pp. 41-55). (T)
h) ‣ Guinier and Torres, The Miner’s Canary, Chapter 3, “Race as Political Space”, (pp. 67– 82). (T)
i) Mondros and Wilson, Organizing for Power and Empowerment, Chapter 1, “Social Action Organizations and Power,” (pp. 1-10). (T)

• Reflection Paper # 1 (required): Actors, Values, Interests Map
• First Student Presentation

Week 5: Actors, Resources and Power (October 23) (107 pp.)
How do we get the power to act on our interests? Power emerges from the interplay of resources and interests among actors: independence, dependency and domination, or interdependence. What resources does your constituency need to act on its interests? Who controls them? What are their interests? Emerson, Loomer and Miller offer similar, but distinct, ways of looking at power as relational. They distinguish between “power with” others or the “power over” others that Gaventa urges we look for below the surface. Ho shows how “power to” and “power over” work. And the Living Wage case shows how power dynamics can work here at Harvard. Thucydides challenges us to consider the links between power and right. Use the “four questions to track down the power” to map power relations in which your project is situated.

Charts and Questions Available on SS98 Webpage


g) *The Living Wage Debate Comes to Harvard* (A) (10 pages) and (B) (18 pages); Kennedy School of Government, 20002. Available on SS98 Webpage


Reflection Paper # 2 (required): Power Map

**HOW ORGANIZING WORKS: LEADERSHIP, RELATIONSHIPS, MOTIVATION, STRATEGY, AND ACTION**

Organizers mobilize communities by identifying, recruiting, and developing leaders within those communities. And leaders weave organizations with four threads drawn from the world within which they form: relationships, motivation, strategy, and action. By reweaving relationships, we can form new communities possible. Through processes of narrative and strategic deliberation we can devise new interpretations of what needs to be done and why. And we act by mobilizing and deploying resources.

**Week 6: Developing Leadership** (October 30) (154 pp.)

Where do leaders come from? How do we know one when we see one? What do they actually do? We build on Burns’ view of leadership as relational, Heifetz’s emphasis on adaptive learning, and Hackman’s emphasis on creating conditions that enable others to achieve their purposes. Gardner draws attention to the role of our story in exercising leadership. And Freeman, Alinsky, and King challenge our assumptions about leadership so we can learn to lead more effectively. The selection from Exodus posed the challenge of earning leadership by letting other earn it. Shamir and Eilam show how important it is to claim one’s own story in order to inspire others to claim theirs.


Charts and Questions Available on SS98 Webpage

b) Helpful Hint #2 Available on SS98 Webpage


d) Ronald Heifetz, *Leadership Without Easy Answers*, "Values in Leadership," Chapter 1, (pp. 13-27). (T/P)


i) ►Saul Alinsky, *Reveille for Radicals*, Chapter 5, "Native Leadership," (pp.64-75). (P)

j) ►*The Bible*, Exodus, Chapter 18 (H) http://www.bibleontheweb.com/Bible.asp

k) **OPTIONAL**: Dr. M.L. King, Jr. *A Testament of Hope*, "The Drum Major Instinct," (p.259-67). (H)


- **Reflection Paper #3**

**Week 7: Mobilizing Relationships to Build Community** (November 6) (97 pp.)

Organizers build relationships to construct a “community of interest”, a constituency. Through relationships we come to understand our interests and develop the resources to act upon them. Gladwell explains the power of relational networks – with people “like us” and people not “like us” – in everyday life. Blau looks at relationships as exchange while Goffman views them as performances. Kearney points to the role of our “story” in entering into relationship with others. Eccles and Nohria distinguish face-to-face relationships from email. And Putnam shows how relationships can become resources – “social capital.” Rosin, Rondeau, and Simmons report how organizers do relational work. Bobo offers some hints on recruiting.


e) Richard Kearney, *On Stories*, “Where do Stories Come From” (pp.3-4)? (T)


g) ►Kris Rondeau and Gladys McKenzie, “A Woman’s Way of Organizing,” *Labor Research Review* #18, (pp. 45-59). (H/P)


i) Paulo Freire, *Pedagogy of the Oppressed*, Chapter 2, (pp. 57-74). (T)

http://www.webster.edu/~corbetre/philosophy/education/freire/freire-2.html


k) Mike Gecan, Going Public, Chapter 1, “All Real Living Is Meeting”, (pp.19-32) (P)

n) OPTIONAL: Jim Rooney, Organizing the South Bronx, Chapter 6, “Relational Organizing: Launching South Bronx Churches”, (pp. 105-118). (H)

- Reflection Paper #4

Week 8: Mobilizing Motivation: Values, Story, Celebration (November 13) (pp. 109)
We reinterpret our world – and our roles within it – even as we change it. As Bruner explains we understand why we should act, our motivation, as a story. We understand how we can act, our analysis, as strategy. This week, we reconsider the role of motivation in organizing and the role of stories of “us” and “now” in particular in generating action. Alinsky argues organizing stories are best drawn from community traditions. We’ll look at video examples people telling stories of us as a way of expressing community identities as well as a story of now as a call to action. Amy Kober brings the mission of American Rivers to life and Susan Christopher does the same with participants in an electoral campaign. Our ‘story of now” is drawn from Shakespeare, whose Henry V challenges his men to find the courage to act despite seemingly hopeless odds. Reagan and Cuomo draw on distinct threads within the American tradition to tell contrasting stories in the early 1980’s – a topic Westen take further in his chapter on partisanship. And, although he doesn’t explain how a movement begins, Chong explains why people become motivated to join once it has begun.

b) Charts and Questions Available on SS98 Webpage
c) Saul Alinsky, Chapter 6, Reveille for Radicals, “Community Traditions and Organizations,” (pp.76-88). (P)
e) Joseph Davis, Stories of Change: Narrative and Social Movements, “Narrative and Social Movements” (pp. 10-29) (T)
Week 9: Mobilizing Power: Analysis, Strategy, Deliberation (November 20) (134 pp.)
Strategy is how we turn what we have into what we need to get what we want. It is both analytic and imaginative, figuring out how we can use our resources to achieve our goals. We reflect on a “classic” tale of strategy recounted in the Book of Samuel: the story of David and Goliath, a tale that argues resourcefulness can compensate for lack of resources by developing “strategic capacity”. Mintzberg’s view that strategy is a “verb” is drawn from business while Kahn’s view comes from organizing. Alinsky and Bobo offer some “how to’s” for organizing strategy and tactics. Bobo spells out how to make deliberation work by holding good meetings.

Helpful Hint #3 Available on SS98 Webpage

b) ▶The Bible, Book of Samuel, Chapter 17, Verses 4-49. (H)
http://www.bibleontheweb.com/Bible.asp

c) ▶Marshall Ganz, from “Why David Sometimes Wins: Strategic Capacity in Social Movements” Rethinking Social Movements (pp. 1-10). (T)


e) ▶Si Kahn, Organizing, Chapter 8 “Strategy,” (pp.155-174). (P)


g) Saul Alinsky, Rules for Radicals, Tactics, (pp. 126-136, 148-155, 158-161). (P)

h) Kim Bobo, Organizing for Social Change, Chapter 4 “Developing a Strategy” (pp.30-47), Chapter 5, “A Guide to Tactics,” (pp.48-61); Chapter 12, “Planning and Facilitating Meetings,” (pp.128-139). (P)

i) Saul Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals, Chapter 4, “The Program” (pp.48-54). (P)

• Reflection Paper #6, (required) 3-4 pages answering these questions:
  1) My project is working because....
2) My project is not working because...

Week 10: Mobilizing Resources: Action (November 27) (53 pp.)
Organizers mobilize and deploy resources to take action based on commitments they secure from others. As Oliver and Marwell argue, the way we mobilize resources influences how we can deploy them and vice-versa. But whatever the constraints, acting to make change involves risk, and risk requires courage. Before moving on we return to the “now” piece of our public story, illustrated by Shakespeare’s account of how Henry V was able to inspire his “happy few” to face their fear. Hackman argues that the way we organize the action can itself enhance our capacity for action – or the opposite. Levy shows how to knit tactics together strategically.


c) Kim Bobo, Organizing for Social Change, Chapter 7, “Designing Actions,” (pp.70-79), Chapter 21, “Grassroots Fundraising,” (pp. 276-286). (P)


e) Creating a Culture of Commitment, Leadership Development Project, Sierra Club, 2007. (5 pp)

• Reflection Paper #7

Week 11: Communities in Action: Campaigns (December 4) (pp. 115)
Organizers conduct campaigns to build organizations, and build organizations capable of running campaigns. Campaigns are rhythms of activity growing out of a foundation, targeted on specific outcomes, beginning with a "kick-off", gathering momentum, and culminating in a peak moment of mobilization when the campaign is won or lost. Gersick explains "rhythms" of organizational development. Levy recounts how the farm workers’ campaign “peaked” after five years, while Meyerson focuses on a shorter – but more recent – campaign. Read one of the following three starred (***): cases: the “Orange Hats” case that focuses on neighborhood self-help, “Cold Anger” on city-wide claims making, and the UFW on a national campaign.


The following OPTIONAL accounts by Mandela, Chen, Medoff and Sklar, and Halcli show how similar the temporal dynamics are of very different campaigns.


c) OPTIONAL: Peter Medoff and Holly Sklar, *Streets of Hope*, Chapter 3, "Don't Dump On Us: Organizing the Neighborhood," (pp. 67-87). (H)


- Reflection Paper #8

**Week 12a: Communities in Action: Organizations** (December 11) (104 pp.)
Successful organizing campaigns can create lasting organizations. But creating organizations that continue to respond, change, and adapt requires learning how to manage the dilemmas of unity and diversity, inclusion and exclusion, responsibility and participation, and leadership and accountability. Smith and Berg identify dilemmas that organizations must manage. Janis points to the danger "too much" unity can suppress needed dissent. Kahn focuses on the nuts and bolts of organization. And Warren focuses on the challenge of building organizations across racial, religious, and economic lines.

Charts and Questions. Available on SS98 Webpage

http://hum.sagepub.com.ezp1.harvard.edu/cgi/content/abstract/40/10/633


d) Si Kahn, Organizing, Chapter 3, "Organizations," (pp. 55-77). (P)

e) ►Mark Warren, *Dry Bones Rattling*, from “Four, Bridging Communities Across Racial Lines” (98-100; 114-123) and “Five, Deepening Multiracial Collaboration,” (pp. 124-132; 152-155). (H)

**Reflection Paper #9**

**Week 12b: Becoming a Good Organizer** (December 13) (112 pp.)

This week we reflect on organizing as a craft, art, and vocation: why do it, what can make a person good at it, what to do about the rest of our lives, how we can make sure we continue to grow? Heifetz discusses the challenge of accepting responsibility for leadership. Langer reflects on how to work "mindfully." Addams, Chavez, and Alinsky describe how they came to terms with these challenges.


e) Charles M. Payne, *I've Got the Light of Freedom*, “Chapter 8: Slow and Respectful Work,” (pp.236-264). (H)

f) Jane Addams, *Twenty Years at Hull House*, Chapters 4-5, (pp. 60-89). (P)

http://digital.library.upenn.edu/women/addams/hullhouse/hullhouse.html

g) OPTIONAL: Mondros and Wilson, *Organizing for Power and Empowerment*, Chapter 2, "The Organizers," (pp.11-35). (P)

**Reflection Paper #10 (required)**

**Week 13: Conclusion, Evaluation Where Do We Go From Here?** (December 18) (189 pp.)

*Note: Class will be scheduled for 3 hours.*

So what does organizing contribute to public life? After reflecting on the “big picture” today, we’ll hear from everyone about what they learned from their participation in the course. Did we meet individual and group goals? How could the course be improved? Alinsky's call for broader participation in democratic governance is as timely now as when it was written in 1946. Skocpol, Grieder, Weir, and I argue a need for greater participation. Judis describes a world of advocacy without participants, while Reed describes his organizing successes. Keck and Sikkink point to the promise of transnational social movement organizing. Skocpol suggests future directions for democracy.

a) Alinsky, *Reveille for Radicals*, Chapter 11, (pp. 190-204). (P)


http://ksghome.harvard.edu/~mganz/publications.htm


**FINAL PAPER due Friday, January 11 at 4 pm.**

**RESOURCES**

**A. Required Reading**

6. PAL 177 Readers, available at FlashPrint.
7. PAL 177 Organizing Notes, available online.

**B. Recommended Reading**


**C. Lifetime Reading**

The following are accounts of organizing campaigns in a variety of settings recommended as background reading for those with particular areas of interest - or as a lifetime reading list.

1. **Organizing in General**


2. **Labor Movement/Populism**


3. **Civil Rights Movements**


4. **Political Movements**


i) Schier, Steven; *By Invitation Only: the Rise of Exclusive Politics in the United States* (University of Pittsburgh, 2000)


5. Women's Movements


6. Environmental Movement


g) Dunlap, Riley and Angela G. Mertig, American Environmentalism: the


7. Community Organizing
   a) Orr, Marion, Transforming the City: Community Organizing and the Challenge of Political Change, (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 2007).
   b) Lefkowitz, Bonnie, Community Health Centers: A Movement and the People Who Made it Happen ((Rutgers, 2007)
   h) Jacobsen, Dennis, Doing Justice: Congregations and Community Organizing, (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress, 2001).
   j) Medoff, Peter and Holly Sklar, Streets of Hope, (Boston: South End Press, 1994).

8. Faith Based Organizing
   a) Young, Michael P.; Bearing Witness Against Sin: the Evangelical Birth of the American Social Movement (University of Chicago, 2006).

9. Immigrant Organizing
a) Bloemraad, Irene; *Becoming a Citizen: Incorporating Immigrants and Refugees in the United States and Canada*, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006)

### 10. Transnational Organizing


### D. Manuals/Guides

11. Industrial Areas Foundation Materials
12. AFL-CIO Organizing Institute Materials
13. Campaign Materials

**E. Some Films**
1. Grapes of Wrath, Ford, 1940.
2. Meet John Doe, Capra, 1941.
4. The Organizer, Monicelli, 1963.
5. Encounter with Saul Alinsky, National Film Board of Canada, 1967.
6. Saul Alinsky Went to War, National Film Board of Canada, 1968.
UNDERGRADUATE SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
SYLLABI
Revolutions, Social Movements, and Contentious Politics
Charles Tilly
Columbia University

Course Plan

This course should help undergraduates who already have a background in social science and/or modern history to think systematically about contentious politics – processes in which people make conflicting collective claims on each other or on third parties – as they participate in them, observe them, or learn about how they are happening elsewhere. We will spend little time reviewing theories of political contention or methods for gathering and analyzing evidence. We will spend most of our time examining how such forms of contention as social movements, revolutions, nationalist mobilization, and ethnic conflict have worked in different times and places, as well as thinking through parallels and differences among them. Most sessions will operate as lecture-discussions.

For their own inquiries, students will choose some current site of contention, use a standard source (for example, a daily newspaper or online reports of human rights agencies) to catalog episodes of contention occurring in that site during the semester, then write three memoranda as they go: brief summaries and interpretations of the patterns of contention they discover, with connections to the required course readings.\(^1\) We will have short-answer midterm and final examinations. Examinations will draw on class sessions, required reading, and memoranda. Grades will depend on memorandum 1 (10%), memorandum 2 (10%), memorandum 3 (25%), midterm examination (25%), and final examination (30%), with upward nudges for overall improvement and/or stellar class participation.

Students should buy these paperback books:

A. Claims, Politics, and Contention

Read Charles Tilly & Sidney Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, chapters 1-3
17 January introduction to contentious politics and this course
22 January forms of government and of politics
24 January how contention works and changes

B. Who, How, and What?
Read Beth Roy, *Some Trouble with Cows*
29 January networks, boundaries, and identities; Ernesto Castañeda lectures

\(^1\) Ambitious students may propose different inquiries, just so long as they are at least equally valuable and difficult; subject to the instructor’s prior approval, for example, students might a) interview social-movement activists, b) report participant observation in contentious politics, c) compare reporting of some particular stream of contention in two different media, or d) reconstruct the history of a significant contentious episode or a cluster of connected episodes.
31 January  ethnicity, race, religion, and nationality
5 February identity politics; memorandum #1 due: brief report (maximum 1,000 words) on plan for collecting and analyzing contentious episodes; include a paragraph on likely strengths and weaknesses of your sources

C. Mobilization, Demobilization, and Struggle
Read Tilly & Tarrow, Contentious Politics, chapters 4-6, plus Appendices A & B
7 February opportunities, threats, and constraints
12 February mobilization processes
14 February contentious repertoires
19 February how forms of contention vary and change

D. Social Movements and Other Forms of Contention
Read Tilly, Social Movements, chapters 1-4
21 February social movements in history
26 February how people get involved
28 February social movements across the world
5 March review
7 March midterm examination
12-14 March No Classes: Spring Holidays

E. Contention and Democratization
Read Tilly, Social Movements, chapters 5-6
19 March regimes and democracy
21 March waves of democratization; Ernesto Castañeda lectures
26 March struggle and democratization
28 March democracy today and tomorrow; memorandum #2 due: brief report (maximum 1,000 words) on progress of contentious episodes project

F. War and Revolution
Read Tilly & Tarrow, Contentious Politics, chapters 7 and 8
2 April violent specialists
4 April interstate wars
9 April civil wars
11 April revolutions

G. Contention Today and Tomorrow
Read Tilly, Social Movements, chapter 7 and Tilly & Tarrow, Contentious Politics, chapter 9
16 April national, transnational, and international
18 April globalization and contention; Ernesto Castañeda lectures
23 April violence, terror, and politics
25 April the present and future of contentious politics
30 April conclusions and challenges; memorandum #3 due: report (maximum 3,000 words, not including appendices) on contentious episodes project

? May FINAL EXAMINATION
The Roots of Social Protest (Freshman Seminar)  
Susan Olzak  
Stanford University

Syllabus
Why do people protest? Does protest matter to the political system? What are the issues that mobilize groups to protest, and why do social movements decline? These are some of the key questions we will be covering in this seminar. Each student will write a final paper on some example of a social movement or collective protest, and will present research results in class during the last two weeks of class.

Course Requirements: Requirements will include active participation in class discussions (50%), and an in-class presentation discussing an example of collective action or a social movement (20%), and a written term paper (30%). The term paper will examine a social movement or protest campaign and must use one or more of the leading sociological theories, arguments, or set of concepts from the readings.

The Term Paper (suggested length 10-12 pages) focus on one or more concepts or theories from the readings and discuss how the evidence either fits or does not fit the theory. Examples of broad theoretical perspectives would include resource mobilization, organizational theories, or theories about strategies of protest (framing, identity, cultural resonance). The last two weeks of class will be devoted to brief (15-20 minute) presentations of your social movement paper and analysis, using some of the sociological theories and concepts from the course readings. In the past, students have written term papers on the gay-marriage movement, race riots in LA, the Native American movement, the international anti-globalization movement, the anti-abortion movement, among other topics.

Important Dates:  
Assignment 1: Paper Topic Due October 11, in class, one paragraph describing your topic.  
Assignment 2: Research Question, Due November 8. Outline main research question  
Term Paper, Due Friday, December 7

Readings marked “JSTOR” below are available through Stanford library services. First, go to: (http://library.stanford.edu/), then click on “Databases,” scroll down to the “j” and click on jstor. Click on E-Resources (http://www11.tdnet.com/frames.asp) , under library databases for journal articles published more recently (since 2003 or so). Both of the books listed below will be on reserve at Green Library.

Coursework Information: Click on this website, and enter our course number (soc 22N) for updated information (https://coursework.stanford.edu). All readings marked “coursework” are available on the website under “materials” as pdf files that can be downloaded and printed.

University Policy Students with Disabilities: Students who have a disability which may necessitate an academic accommodation or the use of auxiliary aids and services in a class must initiate the request with the Disability Resource Center (DRC). The DRC will evaluate the request with required documentation, recommend appropriate accommodations, and prepare a verification letter dated in the current academic term in which the request is being made. Please
contact the DRC as soon as possible; timely notice is needed to arrange for appropriate accommodations. The DRC is located in 123 Meyer Library (phone 723-1066)

**Book Ordered**


**Topics and Readings**

**Week 1 Introduction – September 25 & 27**

I. What is a Social Movement? Are protest activities different from other forms of political action?
   A. Definitions and Distinctions: Social Movements, Collective Action and Protest
   B. Dimensions of Social Movements: Emergence, Dynamics, and Consequences
      Meyer, Chapter 1 “America and Political Protest,” pp. 7-22.
      Recommended: Turner and Killian, “Toward a Theory of Social Movements,”
      HANDOUT IN CLASS

**Week 2 – October 2 & 4**

II. Who Protests and Why?
    Meyer, Chapter 3, “Becoming an Activist,” pp. 44-59

**Week 3 – October 9 & 11**

III. Explaining the Dynamics of Protest: Sociological Theory
    A. Resource Mobilization Theory
       Movements: A Partial Theory.” The American Journal of Sociology 82: 1212-1241. IN
       COURSEWORK “MATERIALS” pdf file.
    B. Importance of Social Movement Organizations (SMOs)
       Meyer, Ch 4 “Individuals, Movements, Organizations and Coalitions,” pp. 60-79

Assignment 1: Topic of Term Paper (1-2 paragraphs and 2 articles or book references, due in class Oct 11. In one paragraph, describe your term paper topic. Look up at least two citations of published articles or books by sociologists using JSTOR and/or Socrates that you will use as key references for your paper.

**Week 4 – October 16 & 18**

IV. The Role of Protest Tactics
    Meyer, Ch 5 “The Strategy and Tactics of Protest,” pp. 80-101
    McAdam, Doug. 1983. “Tactical Innovation and the Pace of Insurgency.” American

**Week 5 –October 23 & 25**

V. Framing Theory and Theories of Cultural Resonance
    A. Frame Alignment Theory

B. Constructing Movement Histories: The Role of Collective Memory

Week 6 – October 30 & November 1
C. The Role of Identity As a Cause and Consequence of Protest


Week 7 – November 6 & 8
VI. The Trajectory of Protest Cycles
A. Movement and Counter-movement Cycles

B. Explanations of Decline
Meyer, Ch 8 “When Everyone Protests,” pp. 144-161.

Assignment 2: Research Questions Due in Class, November 8:
Outline your main research question. Some examples are: Why did the protest erupt when (or where) it did? What was the trajectory of this movement? What were the key “oppositional” identities? What was the goal of the movement and were these goals attained? What role did tactics play in the movement? Who were the main supporters and participants?

Week 8 – November 13 & 15
VII. Future Trends
A Transnational and Anti-globalization Movements

B. Policy and Protest: Does Protest Matter?
Meyer, Ch 9 & 10 “The Policy Connection” and “Protest and Politics: What’s Next” pp. 162-188.
Thanksgiving Week: No classes November 19-23

Week 9 – November 27 & 29

November 27: Panel 1--Student Presentations

November 29: Panel 2--Student Presentations

Week 10– December 4 & 6

December 4: Panel 3--Student Presentations

December 6: Panel 4--Student Presentations

ALL FINAL PAPERS are due Friday, December 7, in Professor Olzak's office or mailbox by 4:00 pm. (Sociology Department Office Closes at 4:00 p.m.). Late papers will not be accepted for grading this quarter.
Protest, Contention & Social Movements
Jim Conley
Trent University

Introduction
The course focuses on four aspects of social movements: i) the social organizational bases of mobilization; ii) cultural framing and collective identities; iii) political opportunities and interactions among allies, opponents and state agencies; iv) the dynamics of contentious action itself. Case studies are used to illustrate general mechanisms and processes: in the first half a study of revolutions in 19th Century Paris; in the second half, a study of global justice mobilization in Europe. The objective of the course is to develop participants’ understanding of social movements through sociological theory and research, and to encourage informed reflection on their own activities or observations of protest, contention and social movements. Students are encouraged to link their own interests to the course content through a journal, and if they wish in a research paper based on participant observation, documentary investigation, or other methods.

Texts (available at the Trent Bookstore)

Note on readings:
Lecture and seminar readings are listed separately. Both are required, and it is assumed that you will have done both before the seminar.
Students are responsible for all material presented in lectures and seminars, including videos. If you cannot attend, you should make arrangements to get notes from others in the class or seminar. Copies of lecture outlines will be available on the website, but they are no substitute for attending in person.

Course Requirements
1) Seminar participation
Each member of the class is expected to participate in seminar discussions, after having done the readings and thought about them. Students will also be expected to bring examples of episodes, mechanisms and processes of contention to seminars for possible discussion (possibly after having written about them in their journal - see below). The grade will be based on both the quantity and quality of seminar participation, with emphasis on the latter. Value: 15%

2) Journal
Everyone in the course will be required to keep a protest, contention, and social movement journal in which to a) write down observations, comments, questions and reflections on the readings; b) introduce new examples from other reading, experiences and observations, media reports, etc. and analyze them using ideas from this course. The journal will be graded on the
extent to which it shows that you are learning the material and are able to apply it to new cases. Journals will be **due on February 16, 2007, and again on April 9, 2007.** Value: 45%

3) **Research Essay or final Exam (Due no later than April 25, 2007)**
Students have the choice of writing a final take-home exam on the course, or a research paper on a topic of their choice. Value: 40%

**Research essay**
The essay should examine some aspect of a social movement, protest campaign, or episode of contention. The essay **must** be preceded by a research proposal — a brief (3-4 page) statement of the specific research essay topic, the concepts to be used and the methods to be followed to investigate it. The research proposal is due no later than **March 23, 2007**, and will be worth 10% of the final grade. If no research proposal is received, you will be required to write the final exam. Submission of a proposal does not commit you to doing the research essay – you can change your mind and opt for the take-home exam at any time.

**Syllabus**
1. Introduction. Jan. 12
   Lecture reading: None
   Seminar: brief meeting to get acquainted & organized

2. Thinking about protest, contention, & social movements Jan. 19
   Film: Berkeley in the 60s
   Lecture & Seminar reading: Tilly and Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, Ch. 1-2
   Seminar: How can we use Tilly and Tarrow to analyse the events in the film? How does this differ from other approaches?

3. Identities and Mobilization Jan. 26
   Seminar: What can revolutions in 19th century Paris tell us about collective identities, social networks, critical events & mobilization for contentious collective action?

4. Political Opportunities & Contentious Action Feb. 2
   Film: Power: One River, Two Nations
   Lecture & Seminar reading: Tilly and Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, Ch. 3
   Seminar: Describe the Cree campaign against Great Whale in terms of processes and mechanisms examined so far. How did political regimes and political opportunities shape the movement?

5. Social Change, identities, Interaction Feb. 9
   Lecture reading: Gould, *Insurgent Identities*, Ch.3-5
   Seminar Reading: Tilly and Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, Ch. 4
   Seminar: Describe the actors in the episodes of contention examined so far. Bring additional examples to the seminar for discussion.

6. Shifting Scales of contention Feb. 16
   Lecture reading: Gould, *Insurgent Identities*, Ch. 6-7
Seminar Reading: Tilly and Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, Ch. 5  
Seminar: How do we explain mobilization of identities beyond face-to-face interactions?

Reading Week  Feb. 19-23

7. Globalization and social movements March 2  
Film: View From the Summit  
Lecture & Seminar reading: della Porta et al., *Globalization from Below*, Ch. 1  
Seminar: What is globalization and how do its components affect protest, contention and social movements?

8. A global movement? March 9  
Lecture reading: della Porta et al., *Globalization from Below*, Ch. 2  
Seminar Reading: Tilly and Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, Ch. 6  
Seminar: What distinguishes social movements from other forms of contention? Under what conditions are they possible?

9. Frames & identities of Global Justice March 16  
Lecture & Seminar reading: della Porta et al., *Globalization from Below*, Ch. 3-4  
Seminar: How does neo-liberalism work as a master frame shaping mobilization and identities? How has the internet affected contemporary contention, compared to previous communication technologies?

10. Repertoires of contention and Protest Policing March 23  
Film: Weather Underground  
Lecture & Seminar reading: a. della Porta et al., *Globalization from Below*, Ch. 5-6  
b. review Tilly and Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, Ch. 3-4  
Seminar: How does the interaction of protesters and police affect the strategies of each?

11. Social movements and Democracy March 30  
Lecture & Seminar reading: a. Tilly and Tarrow, *Contentious Politics*, Ch. 7-9  
b. della Porta et al., *Globalization from Below*, Ch. 8  
Seminar: Do the same processes explain peaceful and violent forms of politics? What explains the different forms? Are there any lessons for the future of social movements and other forms of contention?

2nd Journal Due Monday, April 9, 2007  
Final Take-home Exam distributed April 5, 2007  
Due: April 25, 2007
Social Movements
Ziad Munson
Lehigh University

Individuals in every society are enmeshed in powerful political, social and economic systems that are resistant to change. Occasionally, however, people do band together and challenge these systems: they picket, they march, they strike, they sit-in, they form protest organizations and demand change. Such occasions, while rare, are important moments because they represent the rare opportunity for the normally powerless to challenge the normally powerful. This course offers an exploration of such moments. It examines the origins, dynamics, and consequences of social movements through both sociological theory and empirical case studies.

Over the course of the semester, we will address the questions of what constitutes a social movement, when and where they occur, who joins social movements and why, how they are organized, what strategies they use, how they are affected by institutions like the state and the media, and what impacts they have on individuals and on society. In answering these questions, we will have the opportunity to look at a wide range of historically important cases, including the Civil Rights movement, labor movement, farmworkers’ movement, women’s movement, American Indian movement, GLBT rights movement, environmental movement, pro-life movement, pro-choice movement, anti-drunk driving movement, white supremacy movement, and anti-war movements in the United States. We will also look at cases such as the Iranian revolution, the Chinese student democracy movement, and the transnational anti-globalization movement outside the U.S.

Studying social movements will allow us to ultimately reflect on more general questions about the nature of political power, conflict, and legitimacy, as well as the relationship between human agency, social structure, and historical change.

Understanding social movements requires knowledge of both abstract principles that apply across many different times and places along rich knowledge of the specific details of particular movements and contexts. This year we will continually return to two 'cases' in order to flesh out our study of movements. The first is the Civil Rights movement. Much of the research that has been done on social movements over the last forty years has been rooted in our evolving understanding of this movement, one of the most important in twentieth century America. A basic understanding of the Civil Rights movement thus serves as an intellectual backbone with which we can ask key questions about social movements more generally. The second case we will focus on is the social movement growing up here in our own backyard-- in South Bethlehem-- about the establishment of a large casino and redevelopment of Bethlehem Steel land. There are no readings on the syllabus about this contemporary movement, but we will focus on this case a lot in our discussions and your own written work will apply the lessons you learn in class to this rapidly evolving new case.

Course Requirements
This is a seminar course in which material is presented and analyzed through class discussion rather than lecture. Preparation, attendance, and participation is thus especially important.
Students are expected to attend all class sessions, complete all assigned readings, and actively prepare for and participate in classroom discussions.

Every student will also be required to write a final term paper of 15-20 pages using the concepts from the course to investigate and understand a local social movement organization in South Side Bethlehem. We will talk much more about this paper over the course of the semester. For now, keep in mind that it will require that you collect data and work with a local organization weekly over the course of the semester, and that working with other students in the course to improve the quality of your paper will be required. I am also open to creative alternatives for meeting the requirements of this component of the course. So, for example, if you were interested in producing a documentary film about an organization, or writing a grant application for an organization, these kinds of projects might serve as a substitute for the normal term paper.

There will be a take home exam at the conclusion of the course designed to test your completion of the coursework (especially the course readings) and your understanding of the most important concepts in the study of social movements. We will discuss the details of the exam in class.

Course grades will be determined as follows:
30% class preparation, attendance, and participation
40% term paper on South Side social movement
30% take-home exam
Students must pass each of these three grading areas in order to pass the course as a whole.

Two other important notes regarding requirements for the course:

- Any student who has a documented disability and is in need of academic accommodations should notify me and/or Cheryl Ashcroft, Director of the Office of Academic Support Services (610-758-4152). Accommodations will be individualized and in accordance with Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1992.

- Plagiarism and cheating are both forbidden by University policy. Ideas as well as every word in your writing must be your own unless properly cited. This includes text taken from the Web. Plagiarism or cheating will, at minimum, result in an F for the entire course along with other sanctions by the university. If you have questions or concerns about acceptable ways to use and cite outside material in your writing, please see me; I’m happy to help. So too is Susan Lantz in the Academic Support Services office (610-758-4159). Lehigh also has a special website devoted to academic integrity: [http://www.lehigh.edu/~indost/integrity.html](http://www.lehigh.edu/~indost/integrity.html).

Readings
The following required books have been ordered from the Lehigh University Bookstore (758-3374) and are also available at a considerable discount from online retailers such as amazon.com:


Additional readings are fully cited in the class schedule below and are available online in the “Readings” section of the course Blackboard site.

**Class Schedule**

Readings listed under the heading for each week should be done before the class meetings held during that week. Generally plan to read each text in the order listed in the schedule, half before Monday's meeting and the other half before Wednesday's meeting. Student involvement and ownership over class discussion are important elements of this course, however. As a result the following schedule for the course is only a starting point. While we may stick to this schedule very closely, I am also open to making substantial modifications as the semester develops to accommodate specific student interests or the direction of class discussion. Students are responsible for noting any changes to the schedule announced in class and preparing for or fulfilling any new requirements that might be added.

**Part I: Studying Social Movements**

**Week 1: Social Movements in Historical Perspective**

- "America and Political Protest: Political Institutions and Dissent" (chapter 1 of Meyer text).

**Week 2: The American Civil Rights Movement as an Orienting Case**

- King, Martin Luther, Jr. 1963. "*Letter from a Birmingham Jail*."

FILM: "Ain't Scared of Your Jails"

**Part II: The Causes and Consequences of Becoming an Activist**

**Week 3: Freedom Summer 1964**


FILM: "Freedom on My Mind"

**Week 4: Networks and Differential Recruitment**
• "Becoming an Activist" (chapter 3 of Meyer text)

**Week 5: Ideology and Values**

**FILM: "Occupation"**

**Week 6: Frames and Narratives**
• Packet of pro-life and pro-choice materials (to be distributed in class)

**Part III: Social Movement Organization and Strategy**

**Week 7: Resource Mobilization, Political Opportunities, and Movement Cycles**
• "Why Protest? The Origins of Movements, Opportunities, and Organizations" (chapter 2 of Meyer text)

**Week 8: The Structure of Social Movements**
• "Individuals, Movements, Organizations, and Coalitions" (chapter 4 of Meyer text)

**Week 9: Strategy and Tactics**
• "The Strategy and Tactics of Social Protest" (chapter 5 of Meyer text)
• "Civil Disobedience" (chapter 6 of Meyer text)

**Part IV: Social Movements, the Media, and the State**

**Week 10: Repression & Confrontation**

**Week 11: Cooption & Social Control**

• "The State and Protests: Institutionalization" (chapter 7 of Meyer text)
• "When Everyone Protests" (chapter 8 of Meyer text)

**Week 12: Social Movements and the Media**


**Part V: Social Movement Impacts**

**Week 13: The Globalization of Social Movements**


**Week 14: Political Change**

• "The Policy Connection: How Movements Matter" (chapter 9 of Meyer text)
• "Protest and American Politics: What's Next?" (chapter 10 of Meyer text)


**Week 15: Presentations**
Social Movements and Film  
Beate Sissenich  
Indiana University - Bloomington 

Overview  
This course explores social movements of race and ethnicity, class, and gender in the US and other countries. Through academic writings and films, we will investigate why movements emerge when they do, what forms they take, and what outcomes they produce. What does it take to generate sustained political contention? What makes individuals join protests? And why do some situations not generate any contentious action at all, even if they seem to cry out for mass protest? Why are some movements local, while others spread across many countries? Why are some movements peaceful, whereas others resort to violence? How do relations between the state and society change in the course of contentious action?  

Case studies will include organized racism, the US civil rights movement, labor, the Chinese democracy movement, Islamic activism, and anti-colonialism. The case material covers democratic and non-democratic forms of government, as well as a range of conflict dimensions such as race, class, and gender. Special attention will be paid to social movement tactics, especially the decision to use violence.  

The course has four goals: 1) to familiarize students with theories of political contention, both inside and outside of formal political institutions; 2) to teach skills of film analysis and criticism; 3) to integrate social science scholarship with visual genres; and 4) to develop advanced writing and communication skills.  

The average reading load for this course will be about 100 pages per week. In addition, students will be required to view films at the Main Library’s Kent Cooper Room. Because this is a writing-intensive seminar, there will be a writing assignment roughly every other week.  

Requirements  
**Participation: 30% of the grade.** The quality of this course depends strongly on participants’ contributions. In addition to doing the readings and viewing the films, you are expected to share your questions and ideas in the classroom. Your second and each additional unexcused absence will result in a loss of 5 points (out of a possible 30) on the participation grade.  

**Book and film reviews: 30% of the grade.** Over the course of the semester, you will be required to write two book reviews (due 2/2 and 2/16) and one film review (due 3/30). Each review should be approximately 500 words in length. See instructions on format below.  

**Term paper: 40% of the grade:** For the term paper, you will be required to explore one theoretical question, formulated by the instructor, through the lens of three films. You will choose these three films from a list supplied by the instructor. The paper should be approximately 5000 words in length and integrate social movement theory and case material as presented in film. See instructions on format below. The tasks of the paper will be split up over the course of the semester:
- One-page paper proposal (research question, working hypothesis, films to be analyzed, key references), due 3/23, max. 5 points.
- Outline and annotated bibliography, due 4/6, max. 5 points.
- First draft, due 4/13, max. 5 points.
- Final draft, due 4/27, max. 25 points.

Resources
1) Basic information about films is available at the Internet Movie Database (http://www.imdb.com/).
3) Some information on writing:

Books
The following titles are available at the bookstore:
James Monaco, How to Read a Film: Movies, Media, Multimedia (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000).
Other readings will be on reserve at the Main Library.
Films
This course covers both documentaries and feature films. Unless otherwise noted in the syllabus, you are required to view the films at the library’s Media Reserves Room/Kent-Cooper Room. You are encouraged to form groups for viewing films. Do not wait until the last minute to see assigned films, as access may be difficult. Plan ahead.

Reading Guide/Guide for Book Reviews
(adapted from Charles Tilly’s Questionnaire for Analysis and Criticism of Research Design, July 2000, Columbia University)

Please use the following questions to guide your reading. You will be expected to respond to all of these questions in seminar discussion. You should follow this guide when writing your book reviews.

1. Summarize the main question/s addressed.
   How important is/are the question/s? Why?

2. To what previous body of work does the author claim to be contributing?
   What does the author claim to be contributing? Does s/he claim to
   - fill an information gap?
   - confirm accepted answers to old questions?
   - modify accepted answers to old questions?
   - confirm contested answers to old questions?
   - challenge accepted answers to old questions?
   - provide new answers to old questions?
   - change accepted questions and answers?
   - do something else altogether?
   Please explain.
   How would you evaluate the author’s claims? Are they accurate? Why/why not?

3. What units of observation does the work adopt for that phenomenon?
   Examples include:
   - person
   - household
   - family
   - place
   - event
   - action
   - transaction/exchange
   - message

4. What methods does the work use to gather information about the phenomenon/phenomena under investigation?
   Examples of methods include:
   - in-depth interview
   - large-scale standardized survey
   - participant observation
   - event counts based on newspaper reporting
- systematic textual analysis
- compilation from published accounts
- biography (individual or collective)
- compilation of organizational statistics
- archival research.

5. Summarize the work’s major arguments and the form/s of evidence adduced in support of the arguments.
6. How plausible do you find the arguments in light of the evidence? Does the evidence actually correspond to the arguments? Can you think of better evidence in support of the author’s arguments?

Writing about Film
You are required to write one review of a single film. Furthermore, for the term paper you will write a critical essay incorporating your reading of three different films. In both instances, the emphasis should be on critique rather than mere review. Here are some suggestions on how to go about this:

1. When viewing a film, record your impressions immediately.
2. You may use filmographic resources, but be sure to cite properly.
3. Assume that your reader has seen the film. There’s thus no need for extensive plot summary—a short paragraph will do. Instead, focus on central themes, questions, puzzles, and particularly striking scenes.
4. Usually a film can be interpreted in multiple ways. Spell out your own interpretation as well as possible others and discuss why you think yours is the most plausible reading of the film.
5. With all films, consider whether you detect a particular ideology underlying the film. What is your evidence? Could the evidence be read another way? Discuss.
6. Why has the filmmaker chosen particular styles and techniques (e.g. black & white film, camera angle, lay actors, interviews, stills, sound, etc.).
7. What does the visual source add to a particular case study, compared to the scholarly texts you’ve read on the same topic? Do you detect parallel themes and questions? Do you see theoretical arguments about social movements reflected in the film?

Term Paper
Please write an analytical essay of approximately 5000 words on one of the following questions.

1. How does violence affect political contention? Keep in mind that both societal actors and the state may be the source of violence. Consider both scenarios, and possible others, in light of theoretical arguments that you have encountered this semester.
2. Why do people mobilize when they do? Specifically, how do social movements overcome the free-rider problem that presents a basic obstacle to most collective action? Consider both successful and unsuccessful mobilization in light of theoretical arguments that you have encountered this semester.
3. How do social movements differ between democratic and non-democratic settings? How does the prevailing political regime affect mobilization, movement strategies, repertoires, and outcomes? Construct your argument based on the theories you have encountered this semester.
You must use at least six scholarly sources, three of which must be from the reading assignments for this course. None of them may be online-only sources. Choose three films to illustrate your arguments. One of these may be a film discussed in class, the others must be selected from the list available at my homepage (http://mypage.iu.edu/~bsissen/) under “Teaching”.

Goals:
− to apply social movement theory to a salient question;
− to analyze visual material as a source of data or interpretation;
− to make an interesting and original argument informed by references to concrete cases;
− to develop your analytical writing skills.

Schedule:
− One-page paper proposal (research question, working hypothesis, films to be analyzed, key references), due 3/23, max. 5 points.
− Outline and annotated bibliography, due 4/6, max. 5 points.
− First draft, due 4/13, max. 5 points.
− Final draft, due 4/27, max. 25 points.

Suggested format:
Introduction
− State the problem/issue/controversy that your paper will examine.
− Why/how is this problem relevant?
− Thesis statement: What is your answer to the question? How did you arrive at it?
− Define key terms.
− What evidence will you need to find in order to confirm/disconfirm your hypothesis?
− Give a brief overview of the paper.

Body
− State the arguments that support your thesis. Explain these arguments using details from your sources. Use direct quotes sparingly; instead, paraphrase your sources and cite them properly.
− State the arguments that speak against your thesis. Explain these arguments using details from your sources. Again, use direct quotes sparingly; instead, paraphrase your sources and cite them properly.
− Discuss three films that provide evidence and case material for and/or against your thesis. Do not waste time and space on plot summary and discussion of actors. Instead, analyze particular scenes, documentary or narrative techniques, and the filmmakers’ overall approach to illustrate your main argument.
− If you find one or more of your sources ideologically biased, state this and provide evidence. How does this bias the source’s credibility?
− Are there any issues/perspectives that are ignored by the sources under consideration? Please provide evidence and discuss why these issues are important and why existing accounts do not do justice to them.
− Is there a general tendency on the issue among your scholarly and visual sources? Or do they disagree widely?
Conclusion

- Restate your main position, focusing in particular on why the counterarguments do not hold up to scrutiny.
- What potential implications does this issue, and your position on it, have for other cases not considered in your paper?

Resources:

- Using outlines: http://www.indiana.edu/~wts/pamphlets/outlines.shtml
- What is plagiarism and how do you avoid it? See http://www.indiana.edu/~wts/pamphlets/plagiarism.shtml
- How should you cite sources? See http://www.indiana.edu/~wts/pamphlets/mla_style.shtml

Criteria for evaluation:

Successful papers will

- use the required number and kind of sources
- provide a clear thesis statement
- answer the question(s) posed thoroughly
- support assertions well using sources
- use proper citation of sources
- be clearly written.

Class Schedule

1/12 Introduction

1/19 What Is a Social Movement? How Does It Differ from Other Forms of Claims-Making?
Case Study: Organized Racism
Questions: 1) What organizations and leaders does the film cover? 2) What are their main goals?
3) How do they defend their goals? 4) How do they mobilize followers? 5) What role does the Internet play in mobilization? How is this different from traditional forms of mobilization? How have the actions of the movement changed as a consequence? 6) What are the specific idioms of worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitment (see Tilly) used by the neo-Nazi movement?

1/26 Case Study: Organized Racism (Cont’d)

2/2 Films as Source/ Case Study: Organized Racism (Cont’d)

*** Book review of Blee due. ***


**Questions:** 1) What are the specific idioms of worthiness, unity, numbers, and commitment (see Tilly) used by the neo-Nazi movement as portrayed in this film? 2) What are the main characters’ motivations for joining the movement? 3) What accounts for Derek Vinyard’s rejection of his former neo-Nazi beliefs and actions, according to the film? Do you find this account plausible? 4) How does the movement respond to Derek’s ‘conversion’? 5) What is the role of Dr. Bob Sweeney and Murray, respectively? 6) Does Derek Vinyard succeed at persuading his brother Danny of the flaws in the neo-Nazi ideology? If so, how? If not, why not? 7) What do you make of the ending?

2/9 How Did Social Movements Evolve as a Form? Case Study: The Civil Rights Movement  
Tilly 38-94.  

2/16 Case Study: The Civil Rights Movement (Cont’d)  
McAdam, 116-240.  
*** Book review of McAdam due.***

2/23 Film History/ Case Study: The Civil Rights Movement (Cont’d)  
Monaco, 228-385.  

3/2 Social Movements in the 21st Century  
Tilly, 95-122.  
View films *This is What Democracy Looks Like* and “30 Frames a Second: The WTO in Seattle”

3/9 Social Movements and Democratization  
Tilly 123-143  

3/23 Social Movements in Non-Democracies  
*** Paper proposal due.***

Readings on E-reserve, password: ‘informal’  

3/30 Social Movements in Non-Democracies (Cont’d)
*** Film review of *The Battle of Algiers* due.***

4/6 Case Study: Labor and Class-Based Movements
*** Outline and bibliography due.***

4/13 Case Study: Labor and Class-Based Movements (Cont’d)
*** Draft paper due.***
Piven and Cloward, 96-180.

4/20 Countermobilization
Arlene Stein, The Stranger Next Door (Beacon, 2002).
*In-class screening* of *Ballot Measure 9* (avail. at B-Main, HQ76.8 .U5 B34 1996), 72 min.
4/27 Violence as a Social Movement Tactic
*** Term paper due.***
Social Change in Action
Darcy Leach
Boston College

Course Description

It is easy to feel overwhelmed by the problems of our times. What can ordinary people do to bring about social change? How can they organize themselves effectively without sacrificing the very values for which they are fighting? This course combines: 1) reading, discussion, and writing about strategies for social change; 2) workshops on practical organizing skills like participatory decision-making, publicity and outreach, campaign research, nonviolent tactics, alliance-building, etc.; and 3) a collective action project which the class will research, design, and carry out together. Students should have either prior coursework in social issues/social movements or activist experience.

Course Format

The course is designed to have a strong experiential component. It is meant to give you practical knowledge of various kinds of organizing skills and hands-on experience using them in a collective project. At the same time, we will be discussing these issues and the various options we look at with an evaluative eye, considering the practical and ethical implications of various options available to organizers in terms of how to mobilize people, how to deal with the media, what strategies for social change work best, what tactics, etc. Also, many of the options that have been tried historically are either not within the scope of this course for us to try ourselves (developing a national coalition, for example) or are ethically/morally inappropriate to be carrying out as a class (e.g. violent tactics), yet it is important from an intellectual standpoint to understand what has been tried in the past and what has or has not worked in different situations. Consequently, the format of the course is designed so that the experiential parallel to each other over the course of the semester - in each class period, we will spend approximately half of the time discussing more abstract questions in the readings and the other half of the time working on the group project. In order for us to complete the project/action within the scope of the semester, I have built a number of benchmarks into the schedule for progress on the project.

Because of the collective nature much of what we will be doing this term, and because the goal of the course is to allow you to grow in your capacity to engage in issues of concern to you, I have designed the course to have a somewhat emergent character. While some things are less flexible than others (workshops done by outside trainers, for example), there is room in the syllabus for us to customize the readings and topics as the course unfolds, based on your needs and interests and the requirements of the project we choose. Consequently, I have left some of the reading assignments tentative or blank for now and after about the third week, you will get an updated syllabus based on the decisions we have made between now and then about the project (the required books will not change). Likewise, in weeks 6 or 7, we will take a look at the suggested topics for the last half of the course, and if the class has developed interests in other questions, we can reorganize things to work them in.
Course Requirements

1) Participation and discussion questions. These are especially important since so much of the class revolves around group work. I will not be taking roll each week, but your classmates will need you to be there for the project to come together well, so absences will be noticed. If you have to miss a class, please make sure to get notes from a fellow student and keep up with all readings and assignments. Participation. i.e. my assessment of your overall level of engagement with the class, will constitute a significant part of your grade. Things you can do to ensure a good participation grade include contributing to class discussions, email correspondence, coming to my office hours, and attending lectures or events on campus that pertain to the course and coming to tell me about them or writing up a page summarizing the event and giving your reactions. Also, three people each week will sign up to bring in discussion questions which we will use to guide discussion, and that will count toward your participation grade as well.

2) 3-page concerns paper. For the third week of class, everyone will be asked to write a short (3 pages) paper on the social issue or problem you would most like to have the class address for the class project. It should be something you are really concerned about and that you think you would be passionate about working on. This exercise will help us facilitate our selection of an issue and a goal for the class project.

3) Activist biography/autobiography report/presentation. Each student will choose an activist they would like to learn more about and read either a biography or autobiography on that person and give an informal report to the class about that person’s life and your impressions/thoughts about the book. This can be done either in pairs, in which case the presentation should be about 10-15 minutes long, or individually, in which case it should be 5-7 minutes. Then you’ll turn in a short write-up of the presentation. We will figure out who will do which activist during the second week of class and sign up for presentation dates. I have compiled a list of as many activists I can think of and biographies and autobiographies written about them from which you can choose, or talk to me if you have another idea of someone else you would like to report about. Presentations will take place throughout the semester.

4) Action plan. Once we have chosen an issue and a goal for the action, the class will work in weeks 4-6 to create a detailed action plan, based on a worksheet with a series of questions to be answered about the issue, who the stakeholders are, what resources the class has, what exact action will be carried out, when and how it will happen, etc. The collectively written action plan, elaborating the details of the plan, will be due week 7 and everyone will get the same grade for this assignment.

5) Final reflections paper (10-12 pgs). At the end of the term, each student will write a 10-12 page final paper, reflecting on the action, your experiences in the group project aspect of the course, and what you learned through the readings and discussion.

6) Individual group project grade. Lastly, everyone will get to suggest what grade they should receive for their work on the group project by writing up a one-page report explaining what role you played, what work you did on the project over the course of the semester, and what
grade you think you deserve. I will then use these reports to inform my assessment of each person’s contribution.

Grading
Your final grade for the course will be derived according to the following weighting of individual requirements:

- Participation/discussion questions: 15%
- Concerns paper: 5%
- Activist presentation/report: 20%
- Action plan (collective): 25%
- Final reflections paper: 30%
- Individual group project grade: 5%

Academic Integrity
It is your responsibility to understand and adhere to the accepted norms of intellectual honesty in their academic work. Any form of cheating, plagiarism, dishonesty, or collusion in another’s dishonesty is a fundamental violation of these norms and will be handled through the formal disciplinary procedures laid out by the College. To see the College's policies in this area go to: http://www.bc.edu/integrity. This includes proper citation of sources. Two good sources to consult about proper citation rules and exactly what constitutes a breach of policy are: “Plagiarism Examples and Guidelines: A Quiz” at http://www.bc.edu/schools/cas/polisci/integrity/quiz/#Example_four and the American Sociological Association’s “Quick Style Guide” at http://www.asanet.org/page.ww?section=Sociology+Depts&name=Quick+Style+Guide.

A note about late papers. Papers are graded down by 5 percentage points for each day they are late. If you must turn a paper in late due to an emergency (i.e. something that is both unavoidable and unforeseen), make sure to contact me by email as soon as possible. If you know about an unavoidable conflict ahead of time, let me know in advance, and we can arrange an extension.

Readings
There are 5 required books for this course:

These books will be available at the Bookstore and on reserve at O’Niell Library. All other assigned readings are available through electronic reserves. From the library home page (http://www.bc.edu/libraries/), click on “course reserves” under “Find library materials,” log in, and look up the course under my name. Readings will be listed by the last name of the author of the individual piece (rather than the author of an edited book, for example).

**Weekly Schedule of Readings and Assignments**

1. Jan. 17  **Introduction.**

2. Jan. 24  **Motivation – Obstacles to Engagement**
- Workshop: Consensus Decisionmaking
- Sign up for Activist Biography/Autobiography assignment
- Sign up for Discussion Questions week.
- *Soul of a Citizen*, Chapters 1, 2, and 4.

3. Jan. 31  **Motivation – Overcoming Cynicism**
- Concerns papers due.
- Decide on goal/issue for group project.
- *Soul of a Citizen*, Chapters 3, 5, 6, 7.

4. Feb. 7  **Organizing Models I**
- *Democracy in Action*, Chapters 1-3

5. Feb. 14  **Organizing Models II**
- *Democracy in Action*, Chapters 7-9

6. Feb. 21  **Action Forms.**
- Workshop: Hip-hop culture, cognitive liberation, and environmental justice organizing. Mike Cermak, guest trainer.

7. Feb. 28  **Movement Democracy: Organizational Structure & Decision-making**
- Group Action Plan due.

May 6 NO CLASS – SPRING BREAK

8. Mar. 13 Building Alliances Across Race & Class
• Workshop: Diversity/Alliance Building with guest trainer, Betsy Leondar-Wright
• from the Class Matters website:
  http://www.classmatters.org/working_definitions.php
  http://www.classmatters.org/reality_check.php
  http://www.classmatters.org/resources/tips/
  http://www.classmatters.org/bios/stout.php

Mar. 20 NO CLASS – EASTER WEEKEND

9. Mar. 27 Media Work
• Workshop: Using the Media in Grassroots Campaigns. Guest trainer, Char Ryan.
• Making the News, selections.

10. Apr. 3 Strategy I: Historical Alternatives

Readings:
11. Apr. 10  Strategy II: Parameter Questions

Readings:
- Ward Churchill. *Pacifism as Pathology*.

12. Apr. 17  Strategy: What Is To Be Done?

Readings:

13. Apr. 24  Debriefing, Wrap-up Discussion
- Final Reflections Papers due.
Bibliography for Activist Lives Assignment

19th and early 20th Century US

Frederick Douglass. Born a slave and escaped to freedom in the North to become a famous orator, author, and one of the most influential leaders of the abolitionist movement.


Paul Robeson. World famous African-American singer, actor, professional football player, graduate of Columbia Law School, and communist activist.


Carlos Bulosan. Filipino-American novelist and labor activist with the ILWU (longshoremen’s union) on the West coast before World War II.


Eugene V. Debs. Labor and political leader, co-founded the International Labor Union and the anarcho-syndicalist Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). Also ran for president five times – once from jail – on the Socialist Party ticket.


John Reed. Turn of the century American journalist, Harvard graduate, poet, communist activist, and husband of feminist activist, Louise Bryant. Went to Russia to document and support the Bolshevik revolution with Emma Goldman, where he died of the flu and was buried near Lenin.


Emma Goldman. Turn of the century Lithuanian-born anarchist, feminist, essayist, orator. Imprisoned several times for her activism and deported to Russia in 1919, where she was an outspoken critic of Lenin’s brutal suppression of dissent. Lived in several countries and participated in Spanish Civil War with the anarchists against Franco.


Alice Paul. Early 20th century Quaker leader of the suffragist movement, founder of the National Women’s Party, jailed for picketing the White House during World War I.

The Interwar Years

Joe Hill, Swedish-born labor organizer and songwriter, active with the International Workers of the World, convicted of murder in a controversial trial and executed. His arrest was widely believed to be politically motivated, with many well-known people, including Helen Keller, pleading for clemency on his behalf. The story is captured in several well-known protest songs.


Dorothy Day. Pacifist, anarchist, Catholic journalist, anti-poverty activist, and advocate for the homeless during the Great Depression. Founded the Catholic Workers movement and started a string of “houses of hospitality” and communal farms for the poor.


Myles Horton. Theologian, educator, socialist, and founder in the late 1930s of the Highlander Folk School, an organizer training center where many leaders of the civil rights and southern farm-workers movements were trained, including Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King, Jr.


Dorothy Healey. Well-known labor organizer in California with a 40-year career. Eventually a national leader of the American Communist Party. Strong advocate for the rights of Black and Chicano farm and factory workers.


The 1960s: New Left & Civil Rights Activists

Tom Hayden. Student civil rights, anti-war, and anti-poverty activist. Founder of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), the largest student activist organization in US history. Defendant in the Chicago 8 conspiracy trial, who later became a California State Congressman.


Abbie Hoffman. Colorful co-founder of the countercultural anarchist group, the “Yippies.” Anti-war activist and one of the Chicago 8 defendants.


Bill Ayers. Member of SDS turned co-founder of the Weather Underground Organization.

**Malcolm X.** Fiery orator and iconic Muslim leader of the Black Power movement, assassinated in 1965.


**Martin Luther King, Jr.** Does he need an introduction?


**Stokely Carmichael.** Early civil rights activist in the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) turned militant leader who sparked the Black Power movement.


**Daniel and Phillip Berrigan.** Civil rights and anti-war activists from the 1960s-1990s, Christian anarchists, co-founders of the Ploughshares movement. Phillip Berrigan was a Josephite Priest and Daniel Berrigan is a Jesuit Priest. Both served time in prison for repeated acts of civil disobedience, Phillip served a total of 11 years at different times.


**Black Panthers**


**Assata Shakur.** Charismatic speaker, East Coast leader of BPP, jailed for armed robbery, escaped to exile in Cuba, mother of Tupac Shakur.


**Elaine Brown.** Leader of BPP for a time while Huey Newton was in prison.


**Angela Davis.** BPP member, orator, political candidate in Oakland. Now a leading Black intellectual and academic.

Mumia Abu-Jamal. Member of BPP in Philadelphia, journalist, radio personality, convicted of murdering a police officer in highly controversial trial, still on death row. World-wide movement exists to free him.


**The American Indian Movement**

Leonard Peltier. A leader of the American Indian Movement (AIM), tried and convicted of murdering two FBI agents in controversial trial. Serving life in prison. Also focus of world-wide movement to free him.


Dennis Banks. Early leader of AIM.


Russell Means. Early leader of AIM.


**After the 1960s**


**International**

Che Guevara. Author, Marxist leader of the Cuban revolution, and revolutionary activist in many countries in Central and South America. Killed in Bolivia in 1967.


Subcommandante Marcos. Masked leader of the Mexican Zapatista movement for autonomy of indigenous peoples of Mexico, famous orator who drew lots of media attention and built an international network in support of the movement.


Nelson Mandela. Leader of the resistance to Apartheid in South Africa. Served 20 years in prison and emerged to become the first president of South Africa after Apartheid fell.


Mohandas Gandhi. Author, activist, spiritual and political leader of the anti-colonial independence movement in India. Pioneer of nonviolent philosophy of Satyagraha and proponent of mass civil disobedience. Assassinated in 1948.

Social Movements Across Time and Space
Mona El-Ghobashy
Barnard College, Columbia University

Introduction
Originally considered ephemeral forms of interest aggregation compared to parties and interest groups, social movements have developed into central modes of political participation in both authoritarian and democratic regimes. This colloquium examines the origins, trajectories, and effects of social movements, from 18th century Britain to 19th century Iran to late 20th century Argentina, China, and the United States. The first part of the course examines cases of 18th and 19th century social movements while the second focuses on an influential analytical approach to social movements developed by leading scholars in the field. The remaining parts of the course focus on three analytical questions: what is the relationship between social movements and their most important interlocutors, states and political parties? Do social movements promote or undermine democratization? And how do we define the “success” of social movements?

The colloquium has three goals: (1) to survey the diversity of cases where human beings acted collectively to make demands, express grievances, or otherwise altered the distribution of power and political discourse in their societies, (2) to study the main analytical approaches developed by (overwhelmingly American) social scientists to understand and explain social movements, and (3) to develop expository writing and research skills through five analytical position papers and a substantial research paper.

Requirements

- Participation and Class Presentation 25%
- Five 700-word position papers 25%
- Research Paper (20-25 pp.) 50%

Participation: The success of the colloquium depends on the intensive participation of each and every member, meaning attendance at every session and informed contribution to our discussion based on a thorough analysis of the reading. Since we meet only once a week, more than one unexcused absence will hurt your grade for the course.

Presentation: Everyone is expected to come to class having digested the readings and ready to explain and critique them. Each week, one student will start class with a 7-10 min. presentation on the readings. As you might expect, an effective and lively presentation will not summarize the reading but offer instead several focused insights on authors’ arguments and raise a couple of provocative questions for class discussion.

Position Papers: In addition to strengthening your presentation skills, the seminar puts a premium on analytical reading and writing skills. The position papers (to be submitted at the beginning of class) should provide a succinct analysis of a specific aspect of one or more readings. They should never be summaries or lists of quotes from the readings but instead offer your reasoned interpretation of what you read, supported by page references.
You may challenge the author’s definition of his/her terms or analysis of his/her case, raise relevant questions left unanswered by the author, present your own analysis of the case study or theoretical issue under examination, or discuss a common analytical trait or theoretical concern in the different readings for a particular week.

You must write a total of five position papers throughout the semester on readings of your choice, but two papers must be handed in by the end of February. It’s important to pace yourself to avoid handing in your position papers in the final weeks of the semester! You may write a position paper on the same topic as your presentation.

*Research Paper:* This requirement is designed to have you explore in-depth a social movement or movements that are of particular interest to you. The only requirement for the research paper is that it make use of comparison in some way. You can either compare two social movements in one country or across two countries during the same time period (synchronic comparison), or compare one social movement at different points in time (diachronic comparison), or compare two social movements in two countries during the same time period or over time.

An effective and feasible research paper will be anchored in a very specific and focused *question.* Papers should focus on as narrow a question or puzzle as possible. Broad and general topics rarely make for successful papers. See the course schedule below for important dates relating to the paper. While I will not read drafts of research papers, I will work with you closely at each step of the process to help you produce papers that are both doable and mutually instructive for both you and I.

**Required Texts**
The following required books have been ordered at the University bookstore and also placed on reserve. All other readings are available via the class Courseworks page. You must bring the readings with you to class since we will often refer to specific quotes during discussions.

- Doug McAdam, John McCarthy, Mayer Zald, eds., *Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements: Political Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural Framings* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996)

**Course Schedule**

January 16: *Introduction, Overview of the Colloquium*

Part I. The Study of Social Movements: History Meets Sociology

Week 1: January 23


Week 2: January 30  

**19th Century Social Movements**


Part II. Analytical Perspectives on Social Movements

Week 3: February 6

Political Opportunity Structures


Sidney Tarrow, “States and Opportunities: The political structuring of social movements,” in McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald, eds., Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements, 41-61.


Week 4: February 13

Organization and Resource Mobilization


Kim Voss, “The Collapse of a Social Movement: the interplay of mobilizing structures, framing, and political opportunities in the Knights of Labor,” in McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald, eds., Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements, 227-260.


One-page research paper proposal and 10-item annotated bibliography due in class February 13

Week 5: February 20

“Framing”: Identity, Ideology, Emotions

Mayer Zald, “Culture, ideology, and strategic framing,” in McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald, eds., Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements, 261-74.


Part III. **Movements, Parties, and States**

Week 6: February 27 Are Movements Alternatives to or Precursors of Political Parties?


February 27 is the last week to hand in your second position paper.

Week 7: March 6 **Movements and States**


*Spring Break March 12-16*

Week 8: March 20 **Movements and States: Dynamics of Repression**

One-page paper progress report due in class March 20

Part IV. Do Social Movements Promote or Hinder Democratization?

Week 9: March 27

Week 10: April 3

Movement Diffusion

Part V. What is Social Movement “Success”?

Week 11: April 10

Policy Change

Week 12: April 17

Regime Change
Week 13: April 24

Justice


Research Paper Due on Tuesday May 8 at Noon
Social Justice in a Global Context
Mathew Williams
Boston College

Course Description
This class is structured around a teaching game, the Global Justice Game, developed (with some help from me and others) by Bill Gamson, a professor emeritus here at BC. (All materials necessary to play the game are available at the Global Justice Game website, http://www.globaljusticegame.mrap.info/) Although playing it should be fun, it should also be a meaningful learning experience--the game is structured to simulate various real-world social dynamics to help you better understand them. Specifically, the game deals with economic globalization and the global justice movement (often--and somewhat incorrectly--known as the anti-globalization movement). In addition to helping you understand the forces of globalization, this game should also help you understand some bigger sociological concepts. The game and class come from what is known in sociology as a “critical” perspective--that is, one that believes sociologists should focus on questions connected to social justice and support movements working for social justice. Thus the game is designed not only to help students learn about the sociology of globalization, but to help activists learn to think strategically. Students of any political persuasion are welcome to take the class--and to challenge me--but you should be aware of this basic political orientation when you decide if this class is one you will enjoy.

We will start with a couple classes centered around lectures, in which we will go over the basics about economic globalization, the global justice movement and the mass media. Though most of the readings will be from a progressive perspective, there will be readings representing all sides of the globalization debate. There will be a fair amount of reading during these first few weeks. Once we have completed these introductory lectures, we will begin to play the Global Justice Game. The Game is made up of seven scenarios, of which we will play six. The first five will take two-and-a-half sessions to play, which will be followed by one-and-a-half classes of lecture and discussion, for a total of four classes per scenario. The sixth and final scenario, which is structured slightly differently, will take only two classes to play, with one class set aside for class discussion. Each scenario has game-related material you will need to read, plus more scholarly readings that will build on the introductory material, to give you a progressively more in-depth picture of economic globalization and the global justice movement. The amount of reading during this second part of the class shouldn’t be as heavy as during the first few weeks.

The Global Justice Game is a role-playing game--for each scenario, a group of you will be assigned to play a particular organization, such as a branch of the US government, a corporation, a third-world government, an activist organization, or a media outlet. Which team you will play will vary from scenario to scenario, so by the end of the semester, you will have played a wide range of roles. Each team has its own distinct set of success indicators; these success indicators represent real-world social forces that the real-life equivalent of your organization would need to worry about, such as the price of stock for corporations or popular support for activist groups. As you play each scenario, you want to strategize about not only how to achieve your goals in the scenario, but how to raise your success indicators--indeed, your success indicators should give you a good sense of what your goals are. Some teams (such as corporations or the World Trade
Organization) should have an easier time raising their scores than others (activist groups or third-world countries), reflecting the inequalities in power of the real world.

One of the goals of this class is for you to come away with a better understanding of how social structures shape the decisions people make in the real world. People form goals and make decisions that affect the course of events, but they do not make them with total freedom--they form goals and make decisions under pressure from larger structural forces over which no one has total control, pressures that make some goals easier to achieve and some decisions more attractive than others. Thus the fact that the corporations in the Global Justice Game have price of stock for one of their success indicators reflects the pressures of financial markets on corporations in the real world. This class should also help you understand how inequalities in power play out in the real world--even as people decide on goals and make decisions under pressure, some have an easier time achieving their goals because the social structure is organized in such a way that in favors them and their goals. Finally, this class should help you think about how social justice movement can best strategize to achieve their goals--what means are effective for pressuring governments and corporations to change the way they operate. These questions of social structure, inequalities in power and social change are central concerns of sociology, which will be looking at specifically in the context of economic globalization and the global justice movement. For any of you actively involved in social justice movements, this will also help you think about the challenges and opportunities your group faces.

Readings

Books
The following books will be used in the class and are available at the BC bookstore; they will also be on course reserve at the library:


On-Line Course Reserve
Many of the readings will be available in PDF format in the library’s on-line course reserve system. While this may be less convenient than a pre-printed coursepack, it is also considerably cheaper.

Web
A few of the readings will be available on the internet. The URLs for each reading are provided in the syllabus.
Grading
Your final grade will be calculated as follows: each of the three written assignments will be worth 25% of your grade, class participation worth 20%, and attendance worth 5%.

Attendance and Class Participation
Attendance is required for this class and will be worth 5% of your grade. In order to learn from this class and do the written assignments, you must be present to play the game. Additionally, since you will be playing in teams, your absence will take away from others’ experience of the game.

For the same reasons that attendance is important, so is class participation. Therefore class participation will be worth 20% of your grade. Your class participation grade will be based both on your involvement in the game and class discussion. I know some students are shy about speaking up in class, therefore for the class discussion component, you have two options. You can participate orally in class or you may participate in the Global Justice Game’s on-line forum, accessible at http://www.globaljusticegame.mrap.info/. For those who choose the later option, I will post questions in response to the results of each scenario, to which you may respond. You may, of course, participate both in class and on-line.

Written Assignments
NOTE: This part of the syllabus is subject to revision, as I am still trying to fine tune what the written assignments will look like. I do not plan, however, on departing dramatically from what is laid out here.

All three of the written assignments will be in response to a scenario you play from the Global Justice Game. Each will be an 8-12 page essay, drawing on 1) your experience playing the game, 2) the readings assigned for that scenario, and 3) the readings from the appropriate unit from the first part of the class (see below). Your first two assignments will be written in response to your choice among the first five scenarios, with some limitations as described below. For all five, there will be a set of three questions for you to choose among. Which question you can answer in response to any given scenario will depend on which team you are playing. If you are playing a government (first or third world), a multilateral organization (the IMF, EU, etc.) or corporation, you will draw on the unit on “Neoliberalism and Its Discontents”. If you are playing a social movement organization, you will draw on the unit on “Globalization from Below”. If you are playing a journalist team, you will draw on the unit “The Mass and Alternative Media”. Since you may not answer the same question twice, you will need to plan ahead to make sure that you don’t find yourself in a position where you can’t complete both assignments. For the third assignment, all of you will be required to write a response to the final scenario. I will pass out more details--including the actual questions--later on in the semester, as we begin playing the game.

The due dates will be as follows:
Factory Fire in Fabrikistan: Thursday, February 22
Biopiracy in Plantanoguay: Tuesday, March 13
Cancer Alley: Thursday, March 29
Strip-Mining Banglubush: Thursday, April 12
Selling Green in Fabrikistan: Tuesday, May 1
Making a Better World (required): Friday, May 11 (during the exam period)

**Paper format**
All written assignments should be typed and double-spaced. Please number your pages and use 12-point type in a common font such as Times or Courier. The quality of your writing counts—papers should use proper grammar, be well organized and be written in a clear style. Please provide citations to all sources you cite. Citations should be provided not only for direct quotes, but for also any facts or ideas you have taken from someone else’s writings. Failure to do so constitutes a violation of academic integrity (see below).

**Course Schedule**
NOTE: This schedule is subject to revision. I will inform you of any changes, both in class and by e-mail.

**Part I: Introduction**
During the first part of the class, please try to have as much of the reading as you can done by the first day of the unit.

January 16, *Introduction*
Movie (in-class): *Deadly Embrace: Nicaragua, the World Bank, and the IMF*
No reading--first day of class

January 18 & 23, *Neoliberalism and its Discontents*
*World-Systems Theory*
McMichael, chs. 1, 4-5
*Keynesian Theory*
Stiglitz, ch. 3
*Neoclassical/Neoliberal Theory*
*Recommended*
Cavanagh & Mander, chs. 1-3
McMichael, ch. 6
Stiglitz, ch. 1

January 25 & 30, *Globalization from Below*
*The Global Justice Movement*
Starr, chs. 2-3, 8-9, 12-15, 18-19, 22-26
*Political Process Theory*
Meyer, chs. 2, 4-5
*Recommended*
McMichael, ch. 7
Meyer, ch. 6
February 1, *The Mass and Alternative Media*

*The Mass Media*


Course Reserve: Charlotte Ryan, “Getting Framed: How the Media Shape Reality” (ch. 3), *Prime Time Activism* (Boston, South End Press, 1991)

*The Alternative Media*


Starr, ch. 20

**Part II: The Global Justice Game**

During the second part of the class, you should have the readings done by the third day of the unit, when we will begin class discussion.

February 6, 8, 13 & 15, *Factory Fire in Fabrikistan*

*The IMF and the Debt Crisis*

Stiglitz, chs. 2 & 8

Starr, ch. 4

*Transnational Corporations*


*Labor and the Global Factory*

McMichael, ch. 3


Course Reserve: Ethel Brooks, “Transnational Campaigns Against Child Labor” (pp. 121-139), *Coalitions Across Borders*, edited by Joe Bandy and Jackie Smith (Lanham MD, Rowman & Littlefield, 2005), pp. 121-139

February 20, 22, 27 & March 1, *Biopiracy in Plantanoguay*

*The World Trade Organization*


*The Environment and the Economy*

Course reserve: Herman E. Daly, “Moving to a Steady State Economy” & “Elements of Environmental Macroeconomics” (chs. 1-2), *Beyond Growth* (Boston, Beacon Press, 1996)

Course reserve: Vandana Shiva, “Threats to Biodiversity” & “Biopiracy” (pp. 40-68), *Protect or Plunder?* (New York, Zed Books, 2001)

*The Environmental and Indigenous Rights Movements*

March 6 & 8
NO CLASS--Spring Break

March 13, 15, 20 & 22, Cancer Alley
Free Trade Agreements (FTAs)
Course reserve: Gus Van Harten, “Private Authority and Transnational Governance” (pp. 600-623), Review of International Political Economy (vol. 12, no. 4, 2005)
Social Hierarchies: Race, Class and Gender
The Labor and Environmental Justice Movements

March 27, 29 & April 3, Strip-Mining Banglabush
The World Bank
Development and Its Critics
McMichael, ch. 2
Course reserve: Pam Simmons, “Women in Development’: A Threat to Liberation” (pp. 16-21), The Ecologist (vol. 22, no. 1, 1992)
Course reserve: Al Geddicks, “Resource Colonialism and Native Resistance” (ch. 1), The New Resource Wars (Boston, South End Press, 1993)
Starr, ch. 16

April 5
NO CLASS--Easter Weekend

April 10, Strip-Mining Banglabush continued
See above

April 12, 17, 19 & 24, Selling Green in Fabrikistan
Neoliberal Solutions and Their Critics
Course Reserve: Thomas Friedman “Demolition Man” (ch. 13), The Lexus and the Olive Tree (New York, Anchor Books, 2000)

*Cultural Imperialism*


Course reserve: John Sinclair *et al.*, “Peripheral Vision” (ch. 1), *New Patterns in Global Television* (New York, Oxford University Press, 1996)

The Other Movement Against Globalization: Islamic Fundamentalism
Course reserve: Samuel Huntington, “The Clash of Civilizations?” (pp. 22-49), *Foreign Affairs* (vol. 72, no. 3, 1993)


April 26, May 1 & 3, *Making a Better World*
Alternatives to Neoliberalism
Cavanagh & Mander, chs. 4, 6, 9-10
Stiglitz, ch. 9

Social Movements and Institutional Change
Meyer, ch. 7

Recommended
Cavanagh & Mander, ch. 5
McMichael, ch. 8
Meyer, ch. 7
Social Movements
Paul Almeida
Texas A&M University

Description: Social movements are a permanent feature of politics in the modern world. We will examine social movements defined as outsiders to institutional politics, that use nonconventional strategies to exercise political influence, and that engage in sustained interaction with political and economic elites. Social movements vary widely in terms of their size, strategies, goals, organizational forms and success. For example, analysts study social movements ranging from local chapters of environmental organizations to national revolutionary movements and international terrorist networks.

Course Objectives: This course analyzes the dynamics of social movements from their ideological appeals, individual recruitment strategies, and mobilization features to their final outcomes and demise. Specific attention is given to theories of social movements, levels of analysis of social movement activity, movement participation, movement emergence/mobilization, movement outcomes, social revolutions, social movements outside of advanced capitalist democracies, coercion and social movements, and transnational social movements. Students will develop a deeper understanding of the role and impact of social movement activity in contemporary democratic and nondemocratic societies.

Required Course Readings:
5) Course Packet

Prerequisites: SOCI 205 – Introduction to Sociology

Course Evaluation/Grades:
Mid Term Exam I 25% (February 20)
Mid Term Exam II 25% (April 2)
Analytical Paper 20% (Due April 14)
Final Exam 30% (May 5)

Course Attendance: I view attendance as very important. The lectures and class discussion offer interpretation and in-depth exploration of course readings as well as critical background, concepts, theories, and ideas that complement the readings. It will be difficult to pass the course with poor attendance. In addition, strong note-taking skills will improve student performance. You may want to obtain contact information from another student in class in the case that you miss a lecture (the instructor does not provide a set of lecture notes on the Web).
Course Schedule:
Week 1: Course Introduction
Monday, January 14: Course Introduction: Course Requirements and Expectations (Read “Mapping the Terrain”)
Wednesday, January 16: Definition of Social Movements, Levels of Analysis, Basic Terms and Concepts (Read Rucht, Koopmans, and Neidhardt pages 7-16 “Introduction: Protest as a Subject of Empirical Research”)

Week 2: Methods of Social Movement Research
Monday, January 21: No Class in Honor of Social Movement Leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. (Read Bert Klandermans and Suzanne Staggenborg “Introduction” pages ix – xx)

Week 3: Social Movement Theories
Monday, January 28: Early Models of Social Movement Dynamics (Read McAdam Book Chapter 1).
Wednesday, January 30: The Political Process Model (Read McAdam Book Chapter 2)

Week 4: Social Movement Theories
Monday, February 4: The Political Process Model II (Read McAdam Book Chapters 3-4)
Wednesday, February 6: Tarrow’s Version of Political Process (Read Tarrow “Political Opportunities and Constraints” pages 71-90).

Week 5: Movement Emergence
Monday, February 11: Forces Explaining the Initial Rise of Movements (Read McAdam Book Chapter 5 and Putnam “Bowling Alone”).
Wednesday, February 13: Film: Eyes on the Prize Part I (Read McAdam Book Chapters 6-7)

Week 6: Ideological and Cultural Components of Movements: The Framing Process
Monday, February 18: The Framing Process and Mobilization Appeals (Read McAdam Book Chapters 8-9).
Wednesday, February 20: * Midterm Exam I

Week 7: Movement Recruitment/Participation.
Wednesday, February 27: Individual Levels of Participation

Week 8: Social Movement Outcomes
Monday, March 3: Social Movement Outcomes I (read Almeida and Stearns)
Wednesday, March 5: Social Movement Outcomes II. Documentary: Store Wars (read Halebsky “Explaining the Outcomes of Antisuperstore Movements”).
Week 9: Spring Break March 10-14 (No Classes)

Week 10: Social Revolutions
Monday, March 17: Social Revolutions (Read Goodwin Chapter 1, pages 1-34).
Wednesday, March 19: Social Revolutions: The Case of Central America (Read Goodwin Chapter 5, pages 142-179)

Week 11: Revolutions Continued
Monday, March 24: Social Revolutions part II. (Read Goodwin Chapter 9, pages 289-306).
Wednesday, March 26: Social Revolutions Concluded: Documentary on Nicaragua (Read Schock book – Introduction and Chapter 1).

Week 12: State Repression and Mobilization
Monday, March 31: State Repression and Social Movements: Deterrent or Precipitant of Protest? (Read Schock book – Chapters 2 and 3)
Wednesday, April 2: *Midterm II (Read Schock Chapter 4)

Week 13: Social Movements in the Global South
Monday, April 7: Social Movements outside of advanced capitalist democracies: The Case of Anti-Austerity Protests. (Read Schock book – Chapters 5-6)
Wednesday, April 9: Austerity Protests in Latin America (Read Almeida and Johnston, Chapter 1 in Latin American Social Movements read Chapter 4, Almeida, in Latin American Social Movements).

Week 14: Transnational Social Movements
Monday, April 14: *Analytical Paper Due; Transnational Social Movements Defined. (Read Stewart Chapter 12 and Carty Chapter 13 in Latin American Social Movements book by Johnston and Almeida).
Wednesday, April 16: Transnational Social Movements II Film Clip on the “Battle in Seattle”

Week 15: Transnational Movements Continued
Monday, April 21: Islamic Social Movements (Read Paul Lubeck, “The Islamic Revival: Antinomies of Islamic Movements under Globalization”).
Wednesday, April 23: International Terrorism (Read Jack A. Goldstone “States, Terrorists, and the Clash of Civilizations”)

Week 16: Course Summary
Monday, April 28: Final Class (Course Summary)

Week 17: Final Exam
Monday, May 5: 3:30pm-5:30pm *Final Exam

**SOCI 413 Course Packet List**


**SOCI 413 Analytical Paper**

Due: Monday, April 14 in Class

Value: 20% of Course Grade


**Assignment:** Write a 4-5 page (typed) paper analyzing chapters from the above book. The paper should be organized in the following manner: 1) provide a brief summary of the book; 2) Detail the strengths of the book; and 3) Discuss weaknesses of the book. Be sure to identify any concepts you learned in class this semester such as political opportunity, the bad news model, resources, movements in nondemocratic contexts, etc. Make sure to cite page numbers where claims are made about particular aspects of the argument. Do not use any outside sources to write the paper (including the internet). Rely only on the book. Finally, please refrain from using quotations of more than a few words – this is too brief of a paper to use quotations. I want your own words and analysis.
Social Movements
Millie Thayer
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Syllabus
From free trade to women’s rights, from clean water access to sweatshop labor conditions, social movements once rooted in the local are increasingly addressing global issues, using transnational strategies and adopting planetary perspectives. This course takes a particular angle on the study of social movements: it is designed to examine contemporary global social movements in the context of the sweeping political, economic and cultural changes brought by processes of globalization.

In the last two decades, globalization has provoked conceptual and practical controversy: theorists have taken diverse approaches to analyzing global changes and activists have used a wide variety of strategies to respond to them. Through examining a spectrum of theories and movements, we will look at the ways different currents of theory and of practice may be linked. In fact, globalization may be a creature—some would say a monster—with many faces. Movements respond to different faces with divergent strategies and visions.

The course is organized around three different theoretical approaches to globalization: 1) those that see it as a proliferation of powerful external forces which increasingly encroach on local communities; 2) those that follow the growing transnational connections being forged through the movement of people, ideas, goods and capital around the planet; and 3) those that stress the ways diverse imaginations of the global are awakened and deployed by a variety of social actors. (Burawoy et al, Global Ethnography: Forces, Connections and Imaginations in a Postmodern World, (Berkeley: UC Press, 2000). In each of the three major sections of the course, we will move from theory to the concrete forms globalization takes when seen from this perspective, and then to case studies of movements that respond to or draw on these particular aspects of globalization. Though in the class we move from theory to practice, it is important to note that the syllabus could have been organized in reverse—from movement to theory, since often it is movements themselves that lead the way, stimulating research, analysis and the construction of theories.

Class sessions will include discussions, lectures, group work and role-plays, films and speakers. Hands-on experience is also an important part of the class. Everyone will be required to do 12 hours of volunteer work with a local social movement of your choice. We will discuss research techniques and you will take fieldnotes on your experience that will serve as the basis for your final paper. Those who wish to earn an additional honors credit may do an internship with a social movement for three hours a week and attend several meetings during the semester to reflect on their experiences.

Required readings
Reading materials are all available online or in a coursepack, available for purchase at a local bookstore.

Course Outline
I. SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

**Week #1: Introduction/ Social Movements**

**Tuesday:** Introductions, review syllabus


**Film:** *Chicano! Struggle in the Fields*, National Latino Communications Center, (Los Angeles: NLCC Educational Media, 1996).

**Week #2: Social Movements/ Globalization from Below**


***Initial proposal for fieldsite due.***

II. GLOBALIZATION AS FORCES

**Week #3: Globalization from Above**


**Film:** *Zoned for Slavery*, David Belle et al, National Labor Committee, (New York: Crowing Rooster Arts, 1995).

***Inventory of prior assumptions about your fieldsite due.***

**Week #4: Anti-Sweatshop Movements**

**Tuesday:** Klein, Naomi, “Bad Mood Rising: The New Anticorporate Activism,” in *No Logo*, 325-343.


Week #5: Transnational Challenges/ Debt and Structural Adjustment
***Plan of Action due.

Week #6: Resisting the Debt
Tuesday: NO CLASS.

Week #7: Rethinking North-South Relationships
Oct. 18: MIDTERM

II. GLOBALIZATION AS CONNECTIONS
Week #8: Networks in Theory and Practice
Massey, Doreen, “A Global Sense of Place,” in Space, Place and Gender, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota, 1994), 146-156.
***Fieldnotes #1 due.

Week #9: Networking across Differences
Film: The Shape of Water, Kum-Kum Bhavnani, 2006.

Nov. 1: You will be assigned to read one of the following and make a group presentation:

**Week #10: Feminist Connections and Disconnections**


***Fieldnotes #2 due.***


**Week #11: Global Feminisms/Identity Politics**


**Film:** *Beyond Beijing*, Frogleap, Shirini Heerah and Enrique Berrios, (New York: Women Make Movies, 1996).


***Topic question/thesis statement due.***

**Week #12: Queer Identities and Transnational Connections**


***Fieldnotes #3 due.***

**Thursday:** [THANKSGIVING]
III. GLOBALIZATION AS IMAGINATIONS

Week #13: Social Movement Visions/ Water Wars 1


***Reflections on Readings assignment due.

Film: Thirst, Alan Snitow and Deborah Kaufman, (Oley, PA: Bullfrog, 2004).

Week #14: Water Wars 2/ Challenging Globalization from Above


Week #15: Contested Imaginations


You will be assigned to read one of the following and make a group presentation:


**Thursday:** *No reading. Bring rough drafts to class.*

**FINAL PAPERS AND ALL FIELDNOTES DUE, 4 PM, FRIDAY!**

**Requirements**

1. **Attendance/participation.** Attendance is extremely important. Everyone is expected to attend all sessions, be on time and have completed the assigned reading. More than two absences will affect your grade. Two late arrivals equal one absence.

Activities will include discussions, group work, role plays, films and guest speakers. In terms of participation, what is important is whether you are making an effort to participate in discussions and small group activities, not whether or not your answers are “right.”

Sociology touches on experiences which involve deeply felt aspects of our identities. To have good discussions of the material, it’s important that comments and disagreements be expressed in a respectful way that allows everyone to feel safe about sharing their ideas. Please come talk to me if there is anything in the classroom environment that is making you feel uncomfortable or if you have any special needs that I should know about.

2. **In-class midterm.** The midterm will cover the reading, lectures, films, speakers, and discussions for the first seven weeks of class. It will be a combination of essays and short answers.

3. **Quizzes.** There will be no final exam. Instead, we will have pop quizzes on the reading in the latter half of the semester. These will be graded: plus, check plus, check, check minus, zero. I will be looking for evidence that you have done the reading and have some understanding of the content.

4. **Final paper.** As a final project, you’ll be required to write a 10-12 page paper about a social movement in this area. Your paper will be based on 12 hours of volunteer field work during the semester with the movement of your choice AND on class readings and secondary research. You will get help on selecting a movement, getting access as a volunteer, writing field notes, and reflecting on what you learn.

5. **Fieldwork.** This part of your grade includes all the assignments related to the final project including: proposal, inventory of assumptions, plan of action, reflections on readings, topic question/thesis and a required meeting with the professor to discuss your project. Most important, it will include your fieldnotes. These will be collected three times during the semester. You will turn the entire packet of notes in again with your final paper.
**GRADING**

1) Attendance/participation/presentations  20%
2) Quizzes  15%
3) Midterm  20%
4) Final paper  25%
5) Fieldwork  20%

100%
The Political Economy of Social Movements
Lesley Wood
York University

“The anatomy of civil society is to be sought in political economy” – Karl Marx

Calendar Description
Social movements are intrinsic to societies characterized by unequal access to property, political power, and cultural resources. In this course, the relevance of political economy to the study of social movements will be critically reviewed in relation to other approaches.

Fuller Description
This course compares a political economy approach to studying social movements with approaches rooted in collective behaviour theory, resource mobilization theory, political process theory, and newer approaches that emphasize culture, networks, and recurrent processes and mechanisms.

Format: Three hour seminar

Learning Objectives of the course
1. To be able to critically assess the relationship between political economy and social movements
2. To be able to identify different theoretical and methodological approaches to social movements
3. To be able to critically evaluate the different theoretical approaches to understanding social movements
4. To gain basic knowledge of Canadian anti-poverty movements, First Nations struggles, the US civil rights movement, and contemporary anti-globalization and anti-war movements
5. To be able to write more effectively and critically
6. To be able to lead group discussions more effectively

Text (available at York Bookstore)
SOCI 4220 Course Reader

Evaluation
Final Paper
Final Paper Proposal
Show and tell
Facilitating the Discussion/Presentation of readings
Reading Responses and Questions
Participation
Final paper
Use a particular theoretical approach to answer a question about a social movement campaign or organization, and evaluate its usefulness.

Step one – choose a campaign or organization to study
Examples of campaigns include:
The campaign against residential schools in First Nations communities
The campaign for the legalization of marijuana in Canada
The campaign of Iraq Veterans Against the War against the War in Iraq

Organizations? There are millions. Talk to me if you’re having difficulty. I’ll link a list of organizations on the moodle page.

Step two – Select a single clear question you have about that campaign or organization.
Questions might include
Why was that campaign or organization successful in changing policy or relations of power?
Why was it a failure?
Why were the activists able to mobilize their community?
How has identity been important in a particular organization or campaign?
How have organizational dynamics played out?

Step three – choose two theoretical approaches to answering that question
Theoretical approaches include
Political economy approach
Collective behaviour approach
Resource mobilization approach
Political process approach
New social movements approach
Network approach
Organizational dynamics approach
Dynamics of contention approach

Step four – evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the two approaches for answering that question.

Example of a thesis for this paper:

Final paper proposal
This three page proposal will answer describe the campaign chosen, the question asked, and the theoretical approaches being evaluated.

Movement Artifact Show and Tell (15%)
In order for us to keep our discussion grounded in movement cultures, we will be playing a game of show and tell. Each week one or two of you will engage in a “show and tell” exercise with a movement artifact
The artifact might be a button, a bumper sticker, a placard, a speech, or call to action, a t-shirt, a flyer, a piece of music, art or something else. You will tell us about this item, the context of its use and relation to particular events, campaigns, organizations and the larger movement. You can then suggest how this artifact might (or might not) relate to the readings of the week.

Facilitating the Discussion
Each week two or three members of the class will lead the discussion about the readings. On the first day of class, we will divide up the readings. On the day that it is your turn to facilitate the discussion, you should know the readings very well, and have developed a number of interesting questions about them. Think about the readings in terms of comparisons, contradictions and implications. You will be evaluated for your preparation, and your effort and ability to increase the level of comprehension in the class.

Reading Responses and Questions 15%
Three times during the term you will write a two page analysis of one of the readings in the course and submit it to the moodle discussion group. These will be graded by both me and your peers for
- engagement with the material
- writing and argument
- use of comparisons or current events
Each reading response is worth 5%
The reading responses for a particular week are due at midnight on the Tuesday before each class.

Participation 15%
This class is one that demands your participation. Your participation grade is evaluated on the basis of attendance, and active participation in discussions. If you believe that you are unable to verbally participate in classes for some reason, please talk to me and I will assign a written alternative.

Readings and Discussions

Sept 5 – intro to course, introduction to political economy and social movements

Sept 12 – Marxist political economy

Bantjes, Rod. 2007. Ch 1 - Workers of the World Unite from Social Movements in a Globalizing Context, CSPI, pp. 5-40 reader

Marx, Communist Manifesto, on moodle

Sept 19 Theories of Social Movement Emergence – other theories


Tarrow, Sidney. 1998. Power in Movement, Chapter 1, (pp-10-25) reader


Anti-Poverty Movements Today

Sept 26 – Attend Toronto Anti-Poverty march
2:30 Queen’s Park Station
We’ll be being participant observers at this event, examining who attends, the response by authorities, relationships between activists, tactics, strategies and frames. The following week, we’ll discuss our observations, and the subsequent media coverage.
If you are unable to attend this event, you’ll be assigned to do some background research on the participating organizations or issues being contested.


Oct 3 – Political Opportunities and constraints


Community Organizing as a Strategy

Oct 10 Movement Building – Community Organizing


**US Civil Rights Movement**  
Oct 17 – Cycles of Movements

Doug McAdam 1983 “Tactical Innovation and the Pace of Insurgency *ASR 48*:737-754. ejournals


Polletta, Francesca.”A Band of Brothers Standing in a Circle of Trust: Southern Civil Rights Organizing.” from *Freedom is an Endless Meeting* (2002), 55-87. reader


Oct 24 – Difference and Unity  
Proposal due


Williams, Robert F. For Effective Self Defense” *Black Protest Thought in the Twentieth Century. 360-372. reader*


Martinez, Betita. Where Was the Color in Seattle?  

**First Nations Struggles**  
Oct 31 – Emergence and Organization

Alfred, Taiaiake and Lana Lowe. Warrior Societies in Contemporary Indigenous Communities  

Lenin What is To be Done?  

Nov 7 – Global Identities and cultures


Roundtable on the Six Nations Land Reclamation, Upping the Anti 3. 135-167.

From Anti-Globalization to Anti-War
Nov 14 – Emergence and Organization


Carty, Victoria and Jake Onyett. Protest, Cyberactivism and New Social Movements: The Reemergence of the Peace Movement Post 9/11 Social Movement Studies; December 2006; Volume 5 No. 3 Pages 229 – 249. ejournals

Nov 21 – Outcomes

Klein, Naomi. “The Vision thing: were the DC and Seattle protests unfocused or are critics missing the point?” moodle


Final paper due
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Designing Your Own Social Movement Exercise

Emily A. Bowman
Indiana University

TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES & OUTCOMES

I have used the following “design-your-own-social movement” exercise essentially as a review of a social movements unit I teach in a broader course on social change. Although I have used roughly the same exercise as both an individual paper assignment and a take-home essay exam question, I think it really works best as a group project assignment that culminates in a classroom presentation. When used as a group assignment, I randomly place students in groups (generally consisting of 3 to 5 people depending on class size) by having them draw numbers from a hat. Because the groups are randomly selected, group members often initially struggle in making decisions about what type of social movement they want to create since they often have different political and social views. I find these initial group discussions are quite interesting as group members teach each other about social problems they personally find vexing.

Beyond spurring students to discuss and teach each other about social problems, the assignment encourages students to use their creativity while motivating them to think of ways to ameliorate/solve social issues. It also stimulates extensive classroom discussion about these matters and the possibilities and pitfalls of social movement activity on the day(s) of presentation. Overall, I think this is an effective group assignment because it forces students to place themselves within a social movement, thus facilitating a deeper understanding not only of social movement concepts and dynamics, but also of the interplay between structure and agency.

EXERCISE

So you want to start your own social movement, huh?

Describe your plan for organizing and managing an ideal social movement. In writing your response, you can either create your own movement or discuss the ways in which you would improve upon a present or past social movement. You need only briefly identify the movement; the overwhelming majority of your response should focus on demonstrating and applying your knowledge of social movement dynamics. In constructing your response, be sure to support your ideas with evidence from the course readings and lecture notes. You will need to address the following topics:

(a) Think of a social movement you are interested in—be it currently in action, long since dead, or just a figment of your own imagination. To do this, you may find it helpful to identify a social problem you want to “fix.” Briefly identify that movement and its goals concerning social change (e.g., What does the movement hope to accomplish? Is the movement focused on promoting or resisting social change?)
(b) Identify and describe the adherents/participants, beneficiaries, and antagonists associated with the movement.

(c) Given what you have learned about social movements, if you were to be the key figure(s) or (humor me here) the “mastermind(s)” behind this social movement, what steps would you take to ensure (as much as you possibly could) success? How would you convince, encourage, and recruit people to participate in your movement? What strategies and non-institutional tactics would you use to create opportunities for success? Why do you think these strategies and tactics are the best options? What types of social movement organizations (SMOs) would you want to become involved? How would the strategies and tactics used by these organizations differ? In what ways would these organizations complement one another?

(d) In the end, how would you measure success or failure of your movement? (i.e.—What MUST be accomplished in order for you to consider your movement successful?) What barriers would you face in achieving success?

**POTENTIAL PITFALLS**

One of the potential pitfalls of using this exercise in class is the issue of time. I try to give groups some initial time to work on the project in class, but most of the work on it will be done outside of class time. I also try to limit groups to 15 minute presentations, but find that students often become so invested in and excited about the project that they want more time to present their work. Another potential problem is that the exercise in some ways forces students to think a bit simplistically about major social issues. Although I am always prepared as the instructor to remind students that there are many other factors to consider when attempting to solve a social problem, I find that the students themselves usually make this point either in their own presentations or in response to the presentations of others.
Final Assignment: Board Game

Neal Caren
Department of Sociology
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

This is the major assignment for the semester. Working in your group, you will design a board
game about the social movement that you have selected. This assignment will require you to
apply the theoretical concepts from the course to the specifics of your movement. You will be
graded on your use of social movement theory; your mastery of the facts surrounding the history
of your social movement; your application of theory to the movement; and how well the game
plays. Each member of the group will receive the same grade for this assignment. This
assignment is in place of both a final exam and a final paper. Plus, there will be a couple of you
working on it. As such, I expect something really, really good.

The Sociology (50% of Grade)
As this is a sociology class, the aspects of social movement theory that that you incorporate into
your game is the most important part of the project. The rules of your game should be based on
your sociologically informed understanding of how social movements operate. You should not
try to cram everything we cover during the semester into the game, but rather the game should
reflect your nuanced understanding of the most relevant ideas. So if you were Doug McAdam in
1982 building a board game on the civil rights movement, you would focus largely on
indigenous organization strength, cognitive liberation, and political opportunities, and not spend
any time on framing. For building your game, you will probably need to draw from more than
one author or topic. For example, if your focus were on the media and social movements, you
would also want to include things on framing. Finally, the game should not merely mimic what
the authors we have read believe, but rather should be based on your critical understanding of
how movements actually function. Should frames be divided between diagnostic, prognostic and
motivational? Explain why you make the distinctions you do.

The Movement (30% of Grade)
You should be very familiar with the social movement that your game is modeling. It will make
the game more interesting, and it is part of your grade. Your game can focus on the entire life
span of a movement, or upon a single campaign or event. Most of the game should involve
events that actually occurred, but it might make sense to also allow for the path not taken.
 Movements that succeed in real life might be able to fail in your game. At the end of your game
instructions, you should include a “Suggestions for further reading” list, including books and
other resources that you found particularly helpful. Two great places for including specific
historic details are in the squares that players land on, and on the cards that they draw.

The Game (20% of Grade)
The third part of your grade is how well the game plays. This doesn’t mean that every player has
to have an equal chance of winning—my guess is that the communists will only take control of
Alabama during the depression 1 in 100 times—but it does mean everyone should have a chance
at winning. Most importantly, it means that the game should be fun.
You could use a wide variety of currently existing games as your model for this project, such as Monopoly, Life, Risk or Chutes and Ladders. The game can not be a merely a question and answer game, such as Trivial Pursuit or Scruples, and it can’t be role playing game like Dungeons & Dragons. You might want to start by thinking how you would adapt a current game, or you could begin from scratch, importing ideas from one game or another.

Your game should either be a board game of the style of Life and Class Struggle, where you move from the beginning to the end along a fixed path; a circular route in the style of Monopoly where players encounter the same squares as they rotate along the board; or a map game, like Risk. Players could represent either individuals who participate in the movement, opposing sides, the government, movement organizations, or just about anything. Think creatively.

For me—and I grade these things—fun games generally involve letting players make decisions. Games where you simply moving along a fixed path based on the dice are generally boring. Importantly, this is probably also true of good social theory. Theories where large structural forces determine everything, and individual action means nothing don’t describe the social world very well. Movements make decisions, and these decisions have consequences.

Production quality need only be high enough so that it won’t interfere with the game play.

The final product should be playable without any member of your group present. This means that not only do you have to include a board and pieces, but you also have to include a manual. The manual is an excellent opportunity for you to defend your theoretical and empirical decisions, and to go into greater detail. The full rules for “Class Struggle” are a great example of this. You should also have a list of five to ten resources that people can turn to find out more about the movement. I can not say strongly enough that you must have a thorough manual. Pretend as if your entire grade was based merely on the weight of your manual.

The Group

This project is a group assignment, and each member will receive the same grade. This means that each member should be doing approximately the same amount of work. Groups should meet both in and out of class. If there is any problem with a group member’s level of participation, this should be brought to the instructor’s attention as soon as possible. The instructor may remove an individual from the group, and he or she will be required to complete his or her own game, based on a different social movement. No free riders.

Some Example that I made up

“Political Process: The Game”

Each player is an African American minister in a different city in the South, circa 1950. The object is to win full equality for all town residents. Players go through a board very similar to the game of Life. Players attempt to collect enough Cognitive Liberation and Organizational resources, so that when they land on a Political Opportunity square, they are able to capitalize on it. At the end of the game, the player with the most Equality cards wins. While some Political Opportunities squares apply to only the player who lands on them, some, such apply to all players. [Note: I don’t actually like this game. It strikes me as too structural.]
“Countermovements!”
In this game, players compete for the civil rights of lesbian and gay Americans. This is for 2-4 players, and is played on a map of the U.S. Players compete to implement or revoke gay rights in every state across the country. The pro-gay team wins when they get equality legislation in 30 states; the anti-gay team when they repeal all but five. With two players, one player is pro-gay, the other anti-gay. With more players, the anti-gay side can be split between a secular movement and a religious movement; the pro-gay side can be split between moderate and radical. The board starts reflecting current legislation, with some states offering protection, but most not. In any given turn, a player can either initiate a new state battle, attempt grassroots organizing, or simple accumulate resources. A state battle is decided by the dice rolling, with extra points awarded for a variety of factors... (The model for this game is the WWII strategy game Axis and Allies.)

“Commitment”
In this game, players compete to see who can become the most active in the animal liberation movement. The player who liberates the most animals from laboratories, factory farms, or fur traps wins. The board is in the form of a calendar, and players move through the month, with Action spaces every Wednesday. Only players with sufficient socialization or contact with other activists may participate in actions, except those who have been through a moral shock, who may begin immediately actions immediately. Every time a player lands on an Action and is able to participate, a dice is thrown. For those who have not participated in high-risk activism, a roll of 1-3 draws a Low Risk Activism Card, a 4-5 draws a High Risk Activism Card, and a 6 draws a Repression Card. For those who have already committed a high risk activity, a roll of 1 draws a Low Risk Activism Card, a 2-4 draws a High Risk Activism Card, and a 5-6 draws a Repression Card... [This is a little simplistic.]
Final Take-home Exam

Jim Conley
Trent University

This exam is presented along with a file of news articles on a particular struggle. These have not been included in the collection.

**Recommended** length of answers: 8-10 pages (2000-2500 words).

**Final Take-home Exam**

This exam is designed to test your understanding of the concepts, theories, and case studies of protest, contention, and social movements examined in this course, by having you use them to analyse an example of a stream of contention connected to anti-poverty and housing issues in Vancouver, BC, in the last 6 months (see the file of newspaper articles on Vancouver anti-poverty issues).

Based on the 8 steps recommended by Tilly & Tarrow in Box A.3, p. 207 of *Contentious Politics*, your task is to analyse the 17 news reports from that file under the following headings:

1. **Description**: Specify the site of contention using descriptive concepts.
2. **Summary**: Summarize the stream of contention, identify its episodes and specify the outcome (which may or may not be connected to the stream of contention).
3. **Mechanisms and Processes**: Describe the mechanisms and processes that make a difference to the course of the episodes.
4. **Comparisons**: Make comparisons with similar mechanisms and processes elsewhere to explain the course of contention. “Elsewhere” here refers to: a) course readings, including Tilly & Tarrow, Gould, and della Porta et al.; b) films.

There will not always be sufficient information in these news reports for you to identify all the mechanisms and processes necessary to construct a good explanation. Therefore, when appropriate, you should specify what other information you would need to obtain (as if you were engaged in a research project) in order to confirm or disprove explanations.

Please organize your paper under the 4 topics listed above, and use the titles in bold as headings.

**Grading criteria:**

- your understanding of concepts and how they fit together
- your ability to use concepts to interpret evidence
- your knowledge of relevant course materials
- coherence of your answer

As this is an exam you should:

* cite sources sparingly, by mentioning an author’s name when making an important point (e.g., “Gould shows that …”). Refer to specific page numbers only if you are quoting, but you should use your own words as much as possible,
• you don’t need a bibliography or list of references because your answer should be based on course materials
• if you need to, refer to the articles in Vancouver anti-poverty.pdf use the article number, e.g. (article 15)
Qualitative Research Paper

Angela Mertig
Middle Tennessee State University

OVERVIEW:
You are to conduct field observation and/or qualitative interviews of social movement actors in order to explore what motivates movement participants to act—from their point of view.

DATA COLLECTION:
1) Choose an example (or two if you would like to compare two examples) of a social movement, group or individuals that take some action on behalf of some social movement cause (defined broadly—see me if you are unsure if your selection can be considered reflective of a social movement).

2) Choose a combination of the following methods to use:
   a. Field observation at a group meeting
      i. Take extensive notes on what you observe at the meeting, paying particular attention to how people at the meeting talk about their reasons for becoming involved
      ii. The meeting that you observe should last at least 1 hour (if it is less than 1 hour, please engage in additional observation to get more information)
   b. “Short” in-depth interview with an individual activist
      i. Set up a time to meet with a particular individual at a location where there will be no (or minimal) interruptions
      ii. Prepare a loose set of questions that you will use to ask the individual about their reasons for participating in social movement activities (if you would like, I can give you feedback on your questions ahead of time)
      iii. The interview should last for at least 30 minutes

3) Conduct at least the equivalent of EITHER two field observations of a group meeting, two interviews, OR a combination of the two methods (i.e., one field observation of a group meeting along with one interview).

MATERIALS TO TURN IN:
1) Any material collected through your data collection
   a. Field notes from field observation
   b. “Transcripts” of interviews (while I do not expect that you will tape these interviews and officially transcribe them, you will need to take very extensive notes on what people say in response to your questions—try to get verbatim quotes as much as is reasonably possible).
   c. Any additional information that you think is pertinent (e.g., fliers, newspaper articles)
d. I will keep personal identities of people you observe/interview confidential. However, it is probably a good idea if you exclude personally identifying information (to the extent possible—i.e., it might be hard to talk about the leader of a campus group without me knowing how to find out who it is) when you turn in your materials.

2) A brief paper (~3-5 pages) interpreting your results
   a. What did you learn about why people participate in social movements?
      i. How does what you learned in your observations/interviews parallel information discussed in class or in the readings?
      ii. Use your data to support your arguments (e.g., use quotes from the interviews that are particularly enlightening; use examples from your field observation notes to point out something interesting)
   b. Discuss your overall experience.
      i. How did you find people to observe or interview?
      ii. How did you feel conducting the research? If you did field observation, how did you feel taking notes at a group meeting? How receptive were people to what you were doing?
      iii. Do you think your method led you to different conclusions than what you might have gotten with a different approach?
      iv. Did you learn other things related to course material?
Final Paper Assignment: Evaluating Social Movement Outcomes

Gillian Murphy
University of Washington

Even though we are covering a lot of ground in this course, there is one very important topic that we will not address directly – social movement outcomes. In general, this assignment asks you to predict the future.

Given what you know about social movements, what do you imagine the future will bring for the social movement campaign advocating gay marriage in the United States? (and why is it called a social movement campaign anyway?) Do you think the campaign will achieve full success, partial success, or lose ground? What defines full success, partial success or losing ground? Which aspect of the social environment will have the greatest influence on the probable outcome?

Organize your paper around the topics that we will cover in this course (see below). In other words, this paper asks you to apply what you know about social movements in general to a novel problem – the campaign for gay marriage. You should refer to (and cite) readings from the class. You may also choose to refer to outside sources, such as journal articles, books, newspaper articles and websites (see below). While this is in some respects an opinion paper, your opinion in this case must be informed by the literature on social movements. Use course material to bolster your argument.

It may be helpful to think of this paper as one that can be tackled in sections. Consider the impact that each aspects of social movements we have covered this quarter will likely have on the future of the campaign.

Example: What effect do you think that the framing of the gay marriage debate will have on the future of the campaign?

You may have difficulty developing a prediction. If this problem arises, write about the dilemma you face, noting the different approaches you could take and how each is informed by the literature. Note areas in which the literature points to contradictory outcomes.

1. Political opportunity structure
2. Framing
3. Strategy & Tactics
4. Culture
5. Identity
6. Non-movement actors (Government, publics, policymakers, etc)
7. Relationships among movement actors (coalitions, countermovements, etc)

PAPER GRADING
• Content (Each Topic): 7x10 = 70 points
10 : Excellent coverage of topic, references relevant literature, largely free of errors
8 : Good coverage of topic, adequate references to course content, few errors
6 : Weak coverage of topic, missing links to course content, obvious errors

- Use of outside sources : 20 points
- Style (organization, clarity of expression, citations, grammar, spelling) : 10 points

Important Note: For the purposes of this assignment, the only acceptable websites to use are those related to organizations or institutions involved in the campaign advocating gay marriage.
Memo on Term Papers: The Roots of Social Protest

Susan Olzak
Stanford University

This memo outlines the sections for preparing a term paper in the area of social movements and collective protest.

1. Topic Statement

This section outlines the social movement or collective action for your term paper. One way to organize this section would be to provide some motivations for studying this issue: What was its impact? Why is this form of collective action intrinsically important or interesting?

2. Research Question(s)

For this section, you should describe the single most important question that you want to answer in your research. In this section, you should refer to specific theories and concepts from the readings on our syllabus, plus any other readings by sociologists on your topic found on JSTOR. Some examples of framing your research question are:

a. Why did this social movement emerge when it did? What theories in sociology literature address the timing of the emergence of a new social movement? What evidence will you look for to evaluate these theories?

b. What are the underlying causes of this form of collective action? Who are the participants? What theories best explain the underlying causes of your social movement? If this topic is not a traditional social movement, then discuss why social movement theories are useful for understanding the dynamics of this institution or organization.

c. What accounts for the growth of this social movement? What factors can be traced to its rise and support? What coalitions did this movement build? Were elites in support or against this movement, or was this more of a grassroots movement?

d. What factors account for the decline of this social movement? Did the government repress collective protest? Why did repression occur when it did? Were there internal organizational conflicts that eroded support for the movement? What theories suggest to you why this movement failed?

e. What were the consequences (in terms of government policy, cultural change, attitude change in the public at large) of your social movement? What theories exist that explain the conditions under which social movements will have success in terms of policy outcomes? Does your social movement fit these theories?
3. Review of Previous Research

This section reviews some other research on your topic. You should review at least 2-4 studies that are relevant to your example of a social movement or protest and tell us what they found, why these studies are useful, and how they informed the way you thought about your case study.

4. Assessment of the Fit Between Your Case and One or More Theories

This is the core of your paper where you tie the research question in section 1, previous research from section 2, to the historical or case study evidence you review. For example, to answer questions about why the women's movement arose again during the 1960s, you might ask: Were there more organizations at that time? Were there other kinds of opportunities (where more women going into higher education, etc.)? Think about the evidence and whether or not it fits the arguments or hypotheses that are associated with the theories.

5. Conclusion

This section could go in two different directions:

a. Summary. Step back from the details here and present some general implications from your project. What surprised you about your research findings? Were there any conventional assumptions (from other articles or books that your work contradicted or supported?) What did you find most interesting about your research?

b. Implications for expanding theory and research. What are the interesting implications from your research? What would be the next step in studying your particular social movement? What implications does your term paper have for theories of why collective action emerges, increases and/or declines? What is the future of your social movement, and why?
Imagination Assignment 1—“Seeing” Social Movements

Stephen J. Scanlan
Ohio University

An important component of studying social movements is seeing their activities unfold. In this regard one can explore their dynamics and outcomes, analyze their tactics, understand social movement organizations and participants, and get at the reasons for their mobilization and beliefs. This assignment is an effort to get you “into the field” to enable you to “see” social movement activities. Students can do this in one of two ways: 1) Critically evaluating a film for its significance to the study of social movements, be it in its depiction of a social movement or the voice that it gives to a movement, or 2) Witnessing firsthand and critically evaluating a social movement activity or collective action event.

Option 1: Sociologically analyzing a film

Film is not just a component of popular culture or key form of mass media; it is also an important voice that brings relevance to numerous political issues and debates occurring in society. In addition it is a viable means with which to observe social movement activity when it is otherwise unobservable as when it occurred in the past, or in places other than in our own backyard. With this option, you are to observe a social movement depicted in film as if you were “in the field” and analyze it using the theoretical perspectives, ideas, and other tools you have developed in sociology.

The details and write-up

As when observing a real social movement, you want to watch the film and account for its events as if you were trapped in celluloid with its actors and witnessing it as if reality. Thus, you must try to become engulfed in the activities, characters, images, and themes of the film so as to analyze the events from a sociological perspective.

In analyzing the film you want to provide not only description of events and background of the social movement/protest activities but also must analyze it by considering the following guidelines and questions as appropriate:

1. Can the actions depicted in the film be considered a social movement or is it more an example of less permanent or transitory collective action events? How does it fit the definition and conceptualization of social movements that we have examined? Discuss, citing what evidence of ideology, organization, and tactics is present in the protest activities. Make your argument citing clear evidence from the film and tying it to course readings and the class.

2. What theoretical perspective might best explain the movement as depicted in the film? Explain, citing evidence as to how events in the film depict theoretical claims. It may be that you have to borrow elements from multiple perspectives to fully explain the film. Why might this be the case? What does this say about sociology and the study of social movements?
3. Discuss a component of the social movement dynamics as depicted in the film. There are a large number of possible options here, so be specific with what best fits your movement and film. For example, what role does institutional authority have in provoking or limiting movement activities or how is the movement or events surrounding it framed by participants or those outside of the movement? Other options include movement decline/history, barriers to mobilization, internal struggles and leadership, bureaucratization, cooption, globalization, etc.

4. Finally, briefly critique the film for its usefulness in capturing the essence of the social movement of interest and the broader study of social movements. What were its strengths and weaknesses? How close did it depict reality as opposed to being merely “Hollywood fluff”?

These are the essential points that you could consider in your paper, assuming their relevance to the film of choice. Focus on the elements most appropriate for your analysis and feel free to include additional extensions as appropriate. There are multiple ways that the write-up for this assignment can be done depending on the film and social movement of interest and the above considerations will be easier to do for some films than for others.

I have attached a list of potential films from which you can select as an appendix to this document. I encourage you to select something that reflects your interest in a particular social movement. If you have questions about any of these please let me know. Also, this list is by no means exhaustive and I am always searching for additional options, so if you are interested in viewing something not on the list or give me ideas for should be on the list, please let me know.

Option 2: Sociologically analyzing a social movement or collective action event

For this option you can take part at a couple of levels. You can either fully participate in the activity, thus doing what marchers and protestors do, or you can simply observe from the sidelines. This choice is yours. The most important thing is that you enable yourself to become engulfed in the surroundings of the activities so as to adequately describe and analyze the events from a sociological perspective. This is what the essence of fieldwork to study social movements is all about!

At the event you want to look for and record a number of things including, but certainly not limited to the following considerations:

1. How is this event indicative of a social movement as depicted in course materials? That is, what makes it a movement? Does it fit with your expectations of what you thought it was going to be? How is it similar to other movements/protest activities? How is it unique? What is the role of conflict in their actions?
2. How big was the event? Describe the participants with regard to age, race, gender, etc. How do they identify themselves? What are their similarities/differences?
3. Describe what people are saying at the event, either in formal speeches or more generally in signs and banners, on clothing, in flyers, or in conversation with
participants. Why are people participating? What are their demands? Why are they here?
4. Are there counter-protests? How do opposing sides interact with each other? What claims do counter-protestors make?
5. What role did institutional authorities play in the day's events? What role did the police have? Were they a large presence?
6. What kind of media presence was there? Did local news and mainstream media portray events differently than you observed?
7. How do you feel about participating/observing? Why did you choose one option versus another?

While in the field you will want to record your observations as carefully as possible, either with a miniature voice recorder or small notebook. A digital camera is an excellent research tool as well. Thorough field notes and visual or recorded material are essential because the human mind retains vastly greater details of what is written down or captured electronically as opposed to what is just heard or seen. In addition to observations, interviewing participants is also a valuable source of information, enabling you to garner a number of feelings and perspectives on the event. Finally, it is also important to collect other data and supplementary materials associated with the event including various flyers being distributed, newspaper articles, and so forth. Search for media coverage of the event prior to and after it takes place. Such archival material has important stories to tell. The more details you walk away with from the days events, the better your analysis will be so be a good scavenger.

Writing up your observations

In general, I expect everyone to briefly answer the question "what is a social movement?" using course materials and observations from the day. Then, with regard to the events you witness, you should decide upon a theme to guide their observations and use this to write the remainder of the paper. See the questions above pertaining to films for additional ideas. This is what will make the paper scholarly and sociological, as opposed to a mere reporting of events. The social movement or collective action event will serve as your case and principle data source. The key is that you want to make observations and use them as evidence to support more analytical considerations.

General guidelines for both options

The paper is due in class on January 30 and is worth a total of 50 points. Be certain to keep a disk or hard copy of your work when turning in the paper. If you are unable to turn the paper in during class, please give it in to the administrative assistant or student worker in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Bentley Annex 162, so that they can stamp and/or sign it to acknowledge receipt and put it my mailbox. It is especially important that you have a back-up copy if not giving me the paper directly!

Papers should contain no more than 2-3 pages of text. They should be typed, double-spaced, with one-inch margins all around. Font should be of legible size, no larger than 12, and no smaller than 10 point (this document is 11 pt.). Papers should be stapled (please, no wasteful
plastic or cardboard covers) with a separate title page that contains your name, date, and title of the paper as well as a separate bibliography page at the end to include scholarly references you have used (if any—these are not required). The cover page and bibliography page do not count against your page total.

As stated in the syllabus, late papers will be accepted, but only at the cost of a 2 point deduction for each workday late. Completion of this and the other imagination paper is required to receive credit for the course, regardless of the grade that would be received without doing the projects.

**Some final thoughts**

I understand that because it is the first part of the quarter you will not have all of the analytical tools at your disposal that you will for the second assignment and term paper. Therefore, this paper will likely include more description and reflection upon the event than will be necessary in latter papers. In this regard, students should feel free to use whatever outside references necessary to provide context for the paper.

I am willing to assist you in any way possible during the research process, be it deciding on a film, discussing your ideas, finding sources, or assistance with any number of other questions you may have. Please come to me with concerns and problems. Past experience has shown that students typically do better on papers when they consult the instructor along the way. If you need help, please do not hesitate to ask!

Good luck!
Appendix: A sample of social movement films:

- American Standoff
- And the Band Played On
- Animal Farm
- Beyond Rangoon
- Born on the Fourth of July
- Bloody Sunday
- Bread and Roses
- Breaking the Bank
- Chicano! History of the Mexican American Civil Rights Movement
- Citizen Ruth
- Cry Freedom
- Do the Right Thing
- Erin Brockavich
- Eyes on the Prize (Part I or II)
- Fight Back, Fight AIDS: 15 Years of ACT UP
- Four Little Girls
- Freedom on My Mind
- Get on the Bus
- Gandhi
- Hairspray
- Harlan County U.S.A.
- In Whose Honor?
- Iron Jawed Angels
- Justice in the Coalfields
- Las Madres: The Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo
- Long Night's Journey into Day
- The Lorax
- Malcolm X
- Matewan
- The Milagro Beanfield War
- Moving the Mountain
- A Place Called Chiapas
- Romero
- Schindler's List
- Sir No Sir
- Some Mother's Son
- Stonewall
- Store Wars: When Wal-Mart Comes to Town
- Sweat: A Story of Solidarity
- The Big One
- The Birth of a Nation
- The Boys in the Band
- The Burning Season
- The Power of One
- The Righteous Babes
- The War at Home
- This is What Democracy Looks Like
- To Save the Land and People
- Union Maids
- With God on Our Side
Assignment: Social Movements in the News

Stephen J. Scanlan
Ohio University

In this assignment you are to become a “media expert” on a specific contemporary social movement by examining coverage of it using media outlets in the United States or from around the world. You are responsible for compiling a collection/journal of news, popular press or alternative media treatments and summarizing coverage of the social movement and its key components, issues, actors, framing, dynamics, or other elements of interest. In total you are to collect, analyze, and synthesize at least 3 but no more than 7 treatments discussing a social movement of choice. The movement can be the same one that you are examining for your term paper or another of interest.

Why Social Movements and the Media?

In an era of increased access to various media and growing public awareness of and interest in numerous economic, social, and political issues and the activities of movements, it is essential to critically evaluate how the media portrays contentious politics. This is especially true because the media is often the only source of information that a great many citizens will have on these issues. Print and television media outlets and electronic sources such as the Internet are powerful forces in shaping the public perception of social movement concerns and the image of those movements and their participants. In addition, the mainstream media can potentially act as gatekeepers with regard to the importance of various social issues and the movements that address them. It is therefore essential that social movement scholars examine these outlets critically and evaluate their role with regard to social movement dynamics. The popular media are most likely the primary source for peoples’ understanding various issues and developing sympathy or disdain for the social movement and its cause.

Potential Media Outlets

For this assignment you are to use your sociological imagination to analyze examples of how the media presents a social movement to the public. You will collect evidence from the public record to which the media contributes and portrays a social movement’s image and activities. There is a broad range of sources that shape public perception of the world’s social issues and the relationships that the social movements have to them. Unlike academic research that is grounded in empiricism and theory akin to the scientific method, media and Internet presentation of issues have the freedom to illicit more emotion and social action, while at the same time potentially take some liberties with truth or reality. The media has more leeway to manipulate those realities and sway public opinion. For this reason, good sociologists should examine media content with a critical lens that challenges assumptions the public may have.

Students can start with any number of sources for evidence of how the media covers and portrays a specific social movement to the public. Students will find the Internet to be an especially valuable source for obtaining articles, video, and images. I suggest starting with a guided news
search on the LexisNexis Academic Database accessible through the library’s website (http://www.library.ohiou.edu/find/articles-newspapers.html). LexisNexis is especially helpful for pulling articles on a specific movement from multiple outlets in addition to obtaining archival articles spanning more than three decades. Students can then move to other archived and more recent coverage from specific outlets such as:

1. ABC News (http://abcnews.go.com)
2. BBC Online (http://www.bbc.co.uk/)
3. CBS News (http://www.cbsnews.com/)
4. CNN (http://www.cnn.com/)
6. Fox News (http://www.foxnews.com/)
7. NBC News/MSNBC (http://www.msnbc.msn.com)
8. Newshour with Jim Lehrer (http://www.pbs.org/newshour/)
10. Newsweek (http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3032542/site/newsweek/)
13. Time (http://www.time.com/time/)
15. The Washington Post (http://www.washingtonpost.com/)

The above sources are mainstream media outlets. For an extensive list of alternative outlets you may wish to consult the Alternative Press Center’s suggestions at http://www.altpress.org/direct.html or examine the offerings of the Independent Media Center (http://www.indymedia.org/en/index.shtml) and its numerous links or the International Progressive Publications Network (http://www.ippn.ws/). Finally, there are other specific print and electronic sources that might be helpful for locating both feature and news length articles including The Christian Science Monitor, In These Times, Mother Jones, Ms., The Nation, or The Progressive among numerous others.

You are free to select articles from any combination of sources. You can concentrate on one source or examine multiple outlets. You can compare mainstream and alternative media outlets, domestic or international. Do what best suits your needs and provides the most in-depth and detailed analysis of your social movement of choice.

**Doing the write-up**

You are to write a synopsis and critique of how the social movement has been portrayed in the media, being certain to synthesize, compare and contrast ideas from all of your sources. Be certain to include the complete citation and/or URL for each of your articles citing the author, date, title, and source of each of your articles. You may use the bibliographic format of your choice. If you are not accustomed to using a specific citation style, you can refer to the American Sociological Association Style Guide for bibliographic format and appropriate methods for citing articles from the media or
Internet. This resource is available in the reference section on the second floor of the Alden Library (call # HM586 .A54 1997x)

Your write-up should be a critical assessment of the social movement as presented in the media. Note that “critical” does not necessarily mean “criticize” but instead implies that you discuss the positive and negative features of how the social movement has been portrayed—that is, how the media has framed the movement, its actors, goals, tactics, and so forth. Note that articles about the same movement from various media outlets or other sources may provide alternative views of the movement’s activities, thus making for interesting comparison. A key consideration for the write up would be whether the movement is viewed sympathetically or critically by the media outlet and how this might help or hinder the movement. In other words, could the media serve as an asset or a barrier to social movement success?

Other components of interest (though certainly all cannot be addressed given the limitations of the paper) could include differences between mainstream versus alternative media coverage of a movement, how media sources inside and outside a country might portray the same movement, how social movement organizations representing the movement might attempt to influence how they are portrayed in the media, the significance of visual imagery (film, still photos) for presenting the movement, how individuals (leaders or rank and file activists) within the movement are portrayed, the political implications of the movement, how the media is a platform for movement-countermovement dynamics, and so forth. There are countless other possibilities and you should feel free to explore what you believe is most fitting to your interests and the movement itself. Thus, you should feel free to modify any of these considerations, or better yet develop your own creative way to synopsise/synthesize your analysis of the social movement as seen through the media. There is a lot of flexibility in the write-up, so focus on what develops out of your media sources.

Finally, feel free to use your media sources to complement your term paper research. Although your term paper incorporate scholarly sources familiarity with articles from the media will help you to become an informed scholar and contribute greatly to your understanding not only to the social movement of interest but the media dynamics surrounding it.

**General guidelines**

This assignment is due in class on **February 27** and is worth a total of 75 points. Be certain to keep a disk or hard copy of your work when turning in the paper. If you are unable to turn the paper in during class, please give it in to the administrative assistant or student worker in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Bentley Annex 162, so that they can stamp and/or sign it to acknowledge receipt and put it my mailbox. It is especially important that you have a back-up copy if not giving me the paper directly!
Papers should contain no more than 2-3 pages of text. They should be typed, double-spaced, with one-inch margins all around. Font should be of legible size, no larger than 12, and no smaller than 10 point (this document is 11 pt.). Papers should be stapled (please, no wasteful plastic or cardboard covers) with a separate title page that contains your name, date, and title of the paper as well as a separate bibliography page at the end as noted above. The cover page and bibliography page do not count against your page total.

As stated in the syllabus, late papers will be accepted, but only at the cost of a 3 point deduction for each workday late. Completion of this and the other imagination paper is required to receive credit for the course, regardless of the grade that would be received without doing the project.

**Some final thoughts**

I am willing to assist you in any way possible during the process of completing this assignment, be it locating articles, discussing your ideas, finding sources, or assistance with any number of other questions you may have. Please come to me with concerns and problems. Past experience has shown that students typically do better on assignments when they consult the instructor along the way. If you need help, please do not hesitate to ask!

Good luck!
Student activism exercise
Amory Starr
Chapman University

This exercise can be used in any sociology class, not just social movements. I have used it as an alternative final exam in my courses on Food, Introduction to Sociology, and Race Class & Gender, as well as Social Movements. It could also be used as a course-long project, or in lieu of a term-paper.

A few prefatory notes:

1. This exercise presumes that the instructor has fairly advanced facilitation skills. I don’t recommend using this process without these skills. More specifically, you need to be able to completely withhold your own assessments of the problems and solutions being discussed and your own recommendations. You need familiarity with consensus-style decision-making, and to be able to assist the group in a highly inclusive and accountable method of choosing between various proposals. You need high sensitivity to participants’ feelings about the process and you need to be able to successfully engage people at moments of withdrawal, as well as prevent people from dominating the group.2

2. As David Croteau points out, social movements scholars “are at a distinct disadvantage in pursuing mainstream academic careers”, finding less publication opportunities since their subject does not lend itself to large survey data sets nor to “incremental” contributions to theoretical “paradigm development”, and being less likely to receive external funding than other subfields, which “marginalizes social movements scholarship in the eyes of educational institutions increasingly fixated on externally funded research.” While “applied sociological work…is less valued in many sociology departments than theory development and basic research”, some subfields’ applied interests are acceptable when linked to professions (urban planning, policing, social work). The activist industry neither demands nor accommodates professional graduates, and the suggestion of training activists makes universities quite uncomfortable. He points out that “a century of struggle and an honor roll of committed scholars have failed to fundamentally change the barriers facing scholar-activists in the academy.” And he warns that “refusal or inability to conform to the dominant disciplinary conventions means greatly diminished job prospects.”3 There are a variety of professional risks in engaging students in activism. The experiences of many of our elder colleagues are not representative of what is happening to junior faculty in universities and on the job market today.

I have participated in campus politics in three ways: [1] I sometimes work as a regular member of organizations that include students, staff, and faculty. [2] I use service-learning to provide students with powerful experiences of witness and participation in local political activity. [3] This exercise provides guided but not directed experience in political organizing.

Despite my clarity about the differences and limitations of my roles, campus administration has accused me of masterminding and orchestrating student activities when undertaken by groups of which I am only a normal member, as well as student activities and organizations with which I had no connection whatsoever (really). Once my connection with student activism became known, rather wild rumours were generated. (My wearied chair would call me in and say “I’m quite sure you are not giving your students extra credit for throwing bricks through Starbucks’ windows, but I suppose I have to ask because I got a call this morning from a Professor over in...”)

Furthermore, my connections with student activism were widely interpreted as directive, despite the fact that I have no history of political activity or writing which can be taken to endorse hierarchical organizations. I am continually puzzled by how my peers across the campus, who like me are frustrated by the failure of our maximum powers of manipulation at the task of getting students to read, can imagine that I somehow successfully manipulate students to the inconveniences of activism.

Setting out as an assistant professor to do what I thought was “good sociology” by forging connections between the issues in our books, our campus, and our society, I have been taken by surprise when some of my colleagues, whose ideologies and scholarly focus differ little from my own, have taken offense to my public exhortations to action. I was not aware that I was engaging in activity that would be seen as professionally inappropriate by colleagues in sociology departments, and by others across the campus who I would have assumed would be allies, based on the political content of their classes and lectures (as reported by students). A colleague expresses the same problem: “They wanted to hire a ‘political’ person, but it has become clear that the faculty is divided over what that means, and few of them think _doing_ politics is appropriate. The last year has been eye-opening for me as people I thought were supportive of my political agenda appear to be far more moderate than I am… and I am no radical.”

I give this rather extensive prefatory note not to encourage self-censorship, but because I believe that activist-scholars should be aware of the institutional interpretations of such work before embarking on it. At the very least, we need to be savvy about addressing these issues in annual reviews, etc., and in order to do that, we need a sense of how such work is often misinterpreted or used against people. The friend quoted above goes on to provide some strategic advice: “The way I do it now is by wrapping myself in the rhetoric of service learning/global citizenship/public sociology/civic engagement...wrap it in their orthodoxy...”

**The exercise**

I usually start by asking the students if they would like to have some kind of participatory project in lieu of a paper or an exam. They usually say “yes”. I ask them what they would like to do. They usually have a lot of good ideas. Several students usually express the desire to do something about one (or all) of the social problems we have been studying during the semester. I ask them if they would like their exam/paper/final project to be actually doing something active together about an issue from the class. Usually about ⅓ of the class are enthusiastic about this. (Note I do not lay out terms and conditions yet. Note, the hesitancy of the other ⅔ will be addressed later.)

I ask them to brainstorm what kinds of things they would like to work on and I write everything they say on the board. (I shortening and clarifying what they say, but staying close to the terms they use. Double-barreled proposals should be broken in two.) I let this go on for 20
minutes or so, eliciting LOTS of ideas and using participatory methods of trying to hear from nearly everyone instead of only the ones who have a lot to say. I do not react to any of the ideas. Once the board is overflowing and I feel that they’ve run out of ideas, I stop and step back and look at it with them. This is a good time to mention how great it is that they care about all of these things and how many great ideas they have.

The things on the board will be of many different types. Some will be a problem like “racism” or a reference to a course reading. Some will be a recent event on campus, or a national or international event. Some will be very specific action proposals. Here I do two kinds of filtering. First I draw connections (lines on the board, or making another list, without erasing anything) between groups of ideas. I try to get the 30 items on the board down to 5-8 issues that capture almost all of the original ideas. (Always, a few outliers are discarded. I am attentive to not discarding anything that was the only suggestion of a particular student. I feel more comfortable discarding ideas that were proposed as one of several by a single student.) I give short names to each of these 5-8 ideas, each of which are jumbles of possibilities, different levels, etc. Then I use some sort of democratic process for getting down to one or two of these. (Note that at this point, what they are choosing still contains a lot of different possibilities.) I say “one or two” because at this point I have to make a judgment about whether enough of them are going to be happy with one idea, whether there need to be two groups. (Personally, I would work with topics in multiples of 20 students. In a class of 80, I would have 4 topics. But if I had a class of 20 with two really strong interests, I would probably let them have 2 groups.) Also sometimes one of the ideas is problematic because it is not closely enough related to course materials or I know that they will not have much to work with if they take on that issue. Sometimes I get them down to three and I say that I reserve the right to choose one of the three topics, and I’ll announce my decision next class. (The authority that I reserve as part of this process is not used as my political preference, but to try to make sure that they will have a good organizing experience, which means, that they will find some resources to work with, they will be relatively safe, they will be able to get something accomplished, etc. Sometimes I do not exercise my reserved authority at all, sometimes I do it several times during a project.)

At this point I let them know that I will be announcing to them the procedures, grading, etc. for the assignment and I emphasize that any student who becomes uncomfortable with any aspect of the process at any time, can make a special arrangement with me to get their grade in a different way (more about this below.)

Once the topics are chosen, its time for some background research and reflection. Betsy Leondar-Wright of MRAP suggests having the students develop research questions about the issue based on the course readings and class discussions. Kim Bachechi of MRAP suggests finding all of the organizations in the local area who work on this issue, and do a little comparison of their approaches. (So as not to bother these organizations, I would instruct the students to just do web research on this. More research comes later.)

The next phase of the process is action planning. I use the attached “strategic action planning” worksheet, which is a combination of several very similar documents gathered from organizations who do community organizing training. Every student has a copy of this worksheet

4 This write-up comes on the heels of a fantastic discussion of such exercises by the Media Research and Action Group (MRAP) of Boston College and I cannot resist including some ideas generated by that discussion. I have cited each such idea, with permission of the author. I must note that I do not personally have experience with using these ideas, but my experience leads me to include them because I think they would be useful.
and keeps track of our progress through it, which may span 2 or 3 class sessions. Please look at it now, as I am going to continue this discussion assuming that you are familiar with it.

---

**Action Planning Sheet (it's important to do this in order, starting at the top!)**

**DO NOT begin with a Tactic (rally, lockdown, petition...). we tried that it doesn't work so well...**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is our GOAL?*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Of course many actions serve multiple goals. And we always need to remember that the processes of developing our organizations and skills are as important as urgent external goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who can give us what we want?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is there another audience who we also want to address?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Who is most affected by this issue?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who is against us?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who are our allies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who might become an ally?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who can we try to keep neutral?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How do we get people who are with us to be willing to step it up a notch?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What resources do we have right now?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What are our weaknesses in resources?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What efforts have we already made to achieve our goal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking all of the above into account, what is our best Strategy for using our resources to achieve our goal?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now it's finally time to pick a Tactic that works strategically toward the goal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What is our message**?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| The message needs to fit into a clear story that we can tell about the issue |
| What tone* do we want to take? |

| *shaming, supportive, educational, confrontational, mourn, celebratory... |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When will we act??/Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where will we take our stand?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Logistical timeline leading up to and through the event:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Counterplans for possible reactions</th>
<th>(rain, small turnout, police block our path, they say they already do it)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If they</td>
<td>we will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If they</td>
<td>we will</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

* Do not write anything on here that is illegal. -- We have a tradition of participatory democracy. We agree to pursue opportunities to increase the quality of our democratic process whenever possible. -- This sheet is an amalgam of ideas from Ruckus Society, Southern Empowerment Project, and the Sierra Studio Coalition, compiled by the Ruckus Collective, an affinity group of the UpRoot Spokescouncil. -- This document is not public. It may not be used for any purpose by members or affiliates of any law enforcement agency or any media organization. Any use of any copy of this document or its contents by law enforcement or media will be prosecuted as a violation of civil liberties under protection of the US Constitution.
One of the most important lessons of this process and exercise is that goals must be established before tactics. This is a difficult lesson to learn. Tactics are fun and creative and exciting, and people have such fun coming up with them. Lots of tactics will be suggested during the goals-setting part of the process. Assign someone to keep track of them. In the process, you are teaching students to distinguish between a goal and a tactic — a very useful analytic process. It may take several class sessions to get all the way through the worksheet, and several parts of it may require some research outside of class (such as finding out about what approaches have already been tried to addressing this problem). In my experience, students volunteer for these early research tasks. You will probably establish a point system or something to track and reward this activity, as well as distribute the opportunities fairly.

During the action planning phase, I am a neutral facilitator. I do help identify when two people are saying the same thing in different ways, or when two conflicting proposals could be seen as complementary (“you can do both!”). The most interventionist thing that I do is try to nudge them toward a semi-realistic scope of action in terms of time. Here again one of the major things they are to learn in this process, is how long it all takes. They will inevitably trip against this problem, and I do not want to rescue them from it entirely. However, I do try to rescue them from it a little bit, in the interest of their having a somewhat satisfying experience of collective action. In the interest of successful scope, I might, only if necessary, provide my opinion during an evaluation of various tactical options. I would do this by saying “this one looks very do-able to me” or “that will be quite hard to do in 5 weeks, but you can do a piece of it.” Or “this one requires fewer resources and is less dependent on getting other groups to do it with you, so it might be easier.” I should point out that I give opinions in inverse relation with my sense that the group reveres me and will listen. (Ergo, if the group seems highly dependent and respectful, I restrain my opinions more. If I feel confident that they will ignore me if they see fit, then I am more comfortable sharing.) As a facilitator I do feel comfortable reminding them, frequently, of how much time they have available.

Once the action plan is in place, we brainstorm a list of necessary working groups:

Common working groups are:

- logistics
- media
- research & publications
- artwork
- outreach to other groups
- legal

---

5 I have extensive training as a legal worker with regard to activism and civil liberties, and am able to assess legal situations very well. If you are in doubt exercise caution, but also educate yourself about free speech rights and students’ rights on campus, to be sure you are not discouraging students from activities that are legal. Ask the legal working group to read campus policies regarding free speech and use of various spaces on campus. Do not assume that students need a permit and do not take the word of the campus police in this regard. Read the campus policies. Be aware that while campus police may be poorly informed, city police can legally lie about the law, which they do as a means of social control. Again, require the students to learn about free speech rights on private, public, and federal property. Parks departments usually have their own set of rules and permissions. There may be state and local ordinances regarding assembly without a permit (OK up to a certain number), and some jurisdictions have student-specific ordinances linked to financial aid. The ACLU and the National Lawyers Guild provide excellent summaries of federal law regarding speech, assembly, and dealing with police. Regardless of how tame and legal your students’ activities are, you should also take the precaution of being prepared for questioning by police.
Students freely choose whichever group they want to be part of. At this point I reiterate that any students who are not comfortable with the project, the process, or who do not see a group they want to work with can be “sideliners”. They will make private arrangements with me about doing comparable work. This also applies to students who have schedule constraints that would prevent them from working in a group outside of class.

I keep a list of special tasks for sideliners and other students who need special arrangements, which I distribute according to their various issues and needs. Here are some tasks, but you should watch for others (keep an ongoing list):

- vibes-watcher. This person is responsible for paying attention to the human dynamics of the organizing group and giving feedback about things like people dominating, people feeling left out, conflicts that were resolved badly, some people being too overloaded with work, etc. They report to the group, not to the instructor. Their mission is to encourage the group process, not to police or report on freeloaders, etc. They will write a report on what they learned from this job as their final piece of work. (obviously this is not a good job for a student who is politically opposed to the class project, but it could be a good job for a student who has severe schedule constraints, or a very quiet student who feels uncomfortable with “contention”, or an international student, who is concerned not to participate in anything political.)

- researchers. These are great jobs for “sideliners”, particularly students who are politically opposed to the class project. You can assign them all kinds of historical or organizational research relevant to the project, which they can present to the class. One person could research how this issue has been addressed in national history, another could look at it internationally, and another person or team could contact community members who have worked on this issue. (I am strongly opposed to letting students loose on community organizations, because it is a huge burden on organizers’ time. But assigning one student or a team of two to be responsible for doing some interviews and then bringing this information back to the group would be ok. I would encourage them to interview ordinary members, rather than leaders of organizations. In campus projects, it would be really useful to contact alumni who have been part of past struggles.)

- notetaker & document master. This person might be responsible for photocopying tasks for the group, and keeping track of documents that multiple groups need to access.

If I have students who are really opposed to the project, I usually just ask them what they’d like to do instead, and let them do it. It might be a media report on some aspect of the class they disagreed with, or even a term paper. I add some questions and criteria, usually to bring their project more into focus of course material. It’s hard for them to complain disruptively if you ask them what they want to do and then let them do it. With these people happy, I can focus on helping the group and not worry about disruptive dissent. I do require people who are doing their own projects to still attend all class sessions, including planning and debriefing so that they can learn from the project. They are encouraged to give feedback to the project group, based on their insights, so they are still valued and part of the class.

Please read these guidelines: Katya Komisaruk, ““What To Do If you are Approached for Questioning” 2003 http://www.adcsf.org/HandlingFBIDraft03-24-03.pdf.
Often, but not always, the projects in my classes have ended with some kind of action: delivering petitions to the university president, leafleting and doing street theater, meeting with an administration official, organizing a campus event. Since I think it important that the students do not defer to my wisdom and experience during these events, I often do not attend. I require the students to provide some minimal documentation of the event (a few photographs), and report on it during a debriefing. They also show me any posters and educational material that they created. When the student organizing is clearly strong enough that I am not worried they will turn to ask my advice part way through and I can just be a participant, or when it is possible for me to attend the event anonymously or at a distance, I do so.

Some logistical notes:

- If you are going to use this exercise as a semester-long project, great! A few things to keep in mind:
  - It is very difficult for students to work in groups outside of class. If you want this to happen you need to emphasize this aspect of the class in a contractual way up front, at the beginning of the class.
  - Grading. I have had many classes participate in this process who preferred to receive a collective grade for all who participate in the project. In retrospect I think I would like to give separate grades to each working group. I tend not to use very complicated grading procedures. I find that about 2/3 of the students are more interested in the project than their grade. You could make this very detailed, with the students coming up with criteria for grading, etc., or different grades for different work.
  - I think journaling would be a really nice addition to this exercise, but I have not tried it.
    - Try to schedule the final piece of work on the project, including the action if there is one, during the 2nd to last week of the semester so that you can spend the last week of class debriefing and making connections to course material. It is really sad when somehow the action happens during finals week and I never get a chance to meet with the students all together about it to celebrate and debrief.
  - Schedule a series of “deliverables” from the working groups during the course of the project, with due dates and grades. If all the work is focused on a final event, things move too slowly and sometimes a few people end up doing all of the last minute work. Also it’s harder to grade their courageous action as a whole, than the component parts (press release, informational handouts, etc.). Also grading work products while the organizing is still developing gives them a chance to revise before the final event.
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